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Ever Rich Duty Free
Dedicated to promoting Taiwan tourism
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Travel retail corporation Ever Rich, 100% Taiwanese-invested, imports goods
for sale directly from original brand makers for its retail outlets in Taiwan. With
nearly 7,000 highly trained employees, Ever Rich’s duty free shops have a long
track record of serving domestic and foreign travelers while contributing to the
distinct character of Taiwan’s international airport terminals. Operation sites
include downtown pre-order centers in Taipei, along with renowned facilities in
Terminal 1 and 2 of the Taoyuan International Airport, as well as the Kaohsiung,
Taipei Songshan, and Taichung International Airports and the Keelung Harbor
passenger terminal. In recent years, Ever Rich has also taken an active role in
promoting tourism on the offshore islands by investing in Kinmen, Penghu,
Green Island and other locations. With the mission of upgrading the image of
the airport – the gateway of the nation – and marketing Taiwan, Ever Rich is not
only the airport’s “make-up artist” but is also the storyteller of Taiwanese culture, turning the international airports in Taiwan into museums and showcases
for marketing Taiwan.
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But Ever Rich doesn’t stop with simply promoting Taiwan’s tourism industry; the company is also a strong participant in comprehensive planning aimed
at improving public infrastructure. Ever Rich has won the Public Construction
Commission’s “Golden Thumb Award” many times on the strength of its excellent work in airport planning and operations. Ever Rich was also honored to
receive the “Taiwan Tourism Special Contribution Award” from President Ma
Ying-Jeou. The “Corporate Social Responsibility Report” published by Ever Rich
has been recognized by Bureau Veritas. Ever Rich has become the first corporation in the Taiwan retail industry to have this certification, and also the first duty
free shop in the world to be so certified. The core value of Ever Rich founder
Simon Chiang is “serving the interests of society and the general public.” This
includes encouraging employees to take part in community service activities, and
the company has been recognized for its efforts with a “National Public Service
Award” for profit-seeking enterprises. Ever Rich remains among the most active
companies in Taiwan for engaging in corporative social responsibility.
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昇恆昌為100%國人所投資設立得免稅商店，所有商品皆買自原廠，自
行培訓近七千名員工。昇恆昌長期服務國內外旅客，打造具特色的台灣國
門機場。營運據點目前有台北市區預售中心民權店、位於內湖的昇恆昌免
稅廣場、桃園國際機場第一、二航廈、高雄機場、松山、台中、及花蓮機
場與基隆港等。近年更積極推廣離島觀光，投資金門、澎湖及綠島。昇恆
昌免稅商店以「國門形象提升」與「行銷台灣」為使命，為桃園機場量身
訂做、經營規劃購物商店及公共服務設施，將台灣的自然人文風貌，透過
機場櫥窗、藝術文創，向世界各國旅客行銷最美的台灣，昇恆昌免稅商店
不但成為機場國門的彩妝師，更化身為台灣文化的說書人，讓桃園機場成
為行銷台灣的博物館。
除了商業服務外，昇恆昌亦全方位規劃改善機場服務設施，多次以機
場經營規劃案獲得行政院公共工程委員會頒發金擘獎的殊榮肯定。曾獲馬
總統頒發「臺灣觀光特別貢獻獎」做為嘉勉。也得到法國BV集團頒發企
業社會責任認證，為全球第一家免稅店獲此殊榮。創辦人江松樺先生的經
營核心理念為「以人為本，社會公益導向，利益大眾」，專注本業之餘也
率領員工從事公益慈善等活動，是臺灣積極落實企業社會責任的公益企
業。
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THE WINDING ROAD TO SMANGUS
This remote indigenous village lives on tourism but is determined to preserve
its traditional way of life.
BY JOSHUA SAMUEL BROWN

T
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Tglia Slibu, also known as Smangus Waterfall.
6

he road to Smangus (司馬庫斯) is
difficult, especially for a travel writer prone to motion sickness. If the
idea of a motion-sick travel writer strikes
you as odd, so be it. Smangus is a study in
balanced contradictions.
It’s a popular tourist attraction that’s
difficult to get to. It’s a commune, but
there’s a political command structure.
It’s tribal, yet also deeply Christian. And
it offers a genuine aboriginal experience
peppered with distinctively modern conveniences like Swiss-style chalets with heated
toilet seats and flat-screen television sets.
Smangus is a tribal village sitting at
an altitude of 1,500 meters in Hsinchu
County’s Jianshi Township. The people living there are members of the tribe known
in Mandarin as the Atayal (though in their
own language it’s pronounced Tayan). It’s
a small town, the most remote in Taiwan
(it did not have electricity until 1979), with
a population under 200. Yet, despite its size
and remoteness, it is viewed by many as the
most economically successful tribal village
in Taiwan, thanks to tourism.
Driving the winding, rough road to
Smangus (so narrow that the last 16 kilometers of the trip needs to be coordinated
at both ends as the road can’t take twoway traffic) with my partner Stephanie
and a few friends for a weekend trip, I
contemplated what I already knew about
the place and what I hoped to find out. I’d
encountered various aboriginal experiences
in Taiwan, and while all had authentic elements, some resembled Disneyfied song
and dance routines. How would Smangus
be different? How did the people of Smangus simultaneously preserve their heritage
and embrace tourism? And finally, could
Smangus exist without tourists?
Beyond question is the sheer beauty of
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SMANGUS

Smangus, which sits atop a mountain surrounded by valleys and forests, and to the
south overlooks a wall of mountains as far
as the eye can see. Wood is the dominant
element. Wooden statues welcome guests
outside the cafe, kitchen, and dining hall,
which are all built from and filled with
furniture made of local wood and bamboo.
The large wooden bear sculpture in front
of the general store is a favorite selfie target
for tourists, and Stephanie and I took a
few of our own before heading up a winding dirt road lined with lampposts (carved
from wood, naturally) to our lodging.
Expecting a rustic experience, we were
surprised to find, standing above a gravel
parking lot, a row of A-frame chalets that
would seem more at home in Aspen than
rural Taiwan. The interiors were plush,
with king-sized beds, couches, and such
amenities as a mini fridge, hot-pot, and
flat-screen TV with a DVD player.
“The is gorgeous,” Stephanie said.
“Rustic yet modern. I didn’t expect a
bidet.”
I hadn’t expected flush toilets.
After resting briefly to chase off the
last vestiges of motion sickness, we headed
back down to the square and checked out
the general store, which sells a dozen different varieties of instant noodles and other
trucked-in snack items alongside some
locally harvested fruits and vegetables.
Then we joined the already in progress
daily tour.
Our guide was a young Atayal man,
and as he led the group past cherry blossom trees that had just begun flowering,
I made small talk with our fellow guests.
While most were urban Taiwanese, others
had come from other indigenous areas of
Taiwan to learn what they could from the
success of Smangus.
At the bottom of a steep hill was a
wooden schoolhouse that Abe Lincoln
would have found familiar. This, the guide
explained, was where the village children
(currently numbering 21) studied until
high school.
“Once they’re past middle school they
have to go to the nearest high school,
which is 11 miles away,” said the guide,
adding that the drive took four hours, and
thus most high school students spent the
week living with another tribe.
There were padlocks on the school

PHOTO : TOBIE OPENSHAW

Men of the tribe grill pork for the communal supper.

door, the first I’d seen in Smangus, which I
assumed were to keep tourists from relieving the school of difficult-to-replace souvenirs, a phenomenon I’d heard villagers in
other communities complain about.
Lightheaded from the altitude, we went
in search of water. We popped into the
front office, where two young members of
the tribe were sitting behind a long desk
working on computers. One of them was
Qesu, a preternaturally buoyant young
man who sported a full arm-sleeve tattoo.
As we spoke, I got the feeling he wasn’t as
young as he appeared, and inquiring his
age I learned that he was 30.
“Lived here almost my whole life,” he
said. “My mom is 70. She works pretty
much the same schedule as any other villager.”
Work is another unusual facet of Smangus’s communal lifestyle. Job responsibilities rotate every two months, meaning that
all residents will, theoretically at least,
have experienced each of the many tasks
needed to keep the village functioning.
These vary from housekeeping, working
the information desk, and cooking, to

trail maintenance, farming, and acting as
guides. Though responsibilities wax and
wane with the seasons, there are always
guests coming to Smangus, even during the
winter low season.
“We only close to tourists two days
a year,” he tells us, “when we all head
to Yilan for an annual basketball game
against another village.”
As we were leaving, Qesu, noting the
biblical origins of my name, asked if I
were Christian. “If you want, come to our
church meeting tomorrow night. Everyone
in town will be there.”
“There’ll be a band,” he added hopefully, perhaps sensing my lack of enthusiasm
for church-oriented activities.
We headed towards the dining hall,
where a small group of men were cooking
large slabs of pork over a fire pit. Inside a
nearby kitchen, other members of the tribe
were preparing other dishes that would
comprise the evening’s meal.
Dinner was excellent, served buffet-style
inside the communal dining hall, one of two
dining options. Each table accommodated a
dozen or so diners, and the communal meal
taiwan business topics • july 2017
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SMANGUS
Tribal elder Masay chats with the
author, right, and friends over coffee.
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featured several vegetable dishes, a fish
dish, a chicken dish, steaming bowls of rice,
and of course a plate filled high with the
slabs of pork we’d seen on the grill.
Halfway through the meal, a man introducing himself as Yuraw came to our table
to dine with us. He explained that as the
tribe’s deputy chief he was responsible for
many of the day-to-day aspects of running
Smangus. Yuraw invited us to join him after
dinner by the fire pit, whose dying coals
still gave off enough heat to keep us warm,
where he offered us each a small glass of
millet wine. Though well-known as a social
lubricant, alcohol is also often a matter of
contention, both for indigenous people (for
whom it’s simultaneously a sacrament and
scourge) and in communes in general.
Stephanie mentioned to Yuraw that at
the commune where she had lived in the
United States, alcohol was the subject of
much debate as members became increasingly prone to lengthy spells of drunkenness, and asked if this had also been an
issue at Smangus. Yuraw nodded sagaciously before answering.
“Many in our community have experienced the damaging effects of alcoholism
firsthand. There are very few people over
70 in Smangus, and that can be largely
attributed to alcoholism. At the same time,
millet wine is part of our traditional heritage, and we can’t expect guests to abstain
on vacation.”
The subject of alcohol had been debated
and put to a vote early on. Some felt that
selling liquor in the general store would
bring money into a community with a
tourism-based economy. Others, recalling
the negative impact of alcohol on the village, wanted it banned. A compromise was
8

reached: only locally produced millet wine
would be sold, and drinking on duty by villagers strictly forbidden.

Rule by consensus
Consensus, Yuraw told us, is everything
in Smangus, with matters big and small
being voted on by the community.
The big matters are big indeed, and
deeply connected to the autonomy and
sovereignty that the tribe holds sacrosanct.
Yuraw told us of one such issue, in which
a well-known tourism consortium wanted
to purchase a piece of land in Smangus to
build a hotel. The money they offered was
a staggering NT$5 billion (about US$167
million), of which every member of the
community would have received a share.
“Not one member of the tribe voted to
sell,” said Yuraw. “What are we without
our land? On our land, we can grow our
food – rice and yams. It doesn’t matter
how much money we have if we can’t grow
our own food.”
Another issue that had required deep
debate concerned the internet. While most
of the area isn’t wired (making it close to a
perfect place for a digital detox), there are a
few wi-fi spots at the bottom of the village,
where at any given hour a dedicated group
of visitors huddle with their mobile phones.
“We had many conversations about
allowing the internet into Smangus before
reaching consensus,” said Yuraw. “Everyone knew it would bring both positive and
negative changes.”
The positive aspects are straightforward. Despite its remoteness, booking a
trip to Smangus is no more difficult than
for anywhere else in Taiwan. Guests can

see rooms in advance, book online, and
receive answers relatively quickly to any
questions they might have.
The negatives also come as no surprise.
“Some of the older boys have been caught
looking at inappropriate material, which
has led to fathers hitting sons,” said Yuraw.
“A few of the villagers got caught up in
an email scam, and lost some money. On
the whole, we try very hard to instill in the
younger people that they must not forget
that they are Tayan, even on the internet,
and that they must not engage in conduct
on the internet that would be inappropriate
in the village.”
But interconnectivity has had a far
more meaningful impact on Smangus than
merely the positives of commerce and negatives of porn and clickbait scams. Through
the internet, Smangus has become part of a
much larger world.
“The internet has allowed us to connect
with other high mountain tribes around
the world, to discuss the changes that we
are all seeing and experiencing with climate
change,” Yuraw told us. “In the last few
years, we have communicated with tribal
groups in South and Central America,
comparing observations through both conversation and live camera feed. Traditional
seasonal patterns are changing for all of us
high mountain tribes. We have become part
of this larger community.”
Last year, representatives from indigenous tribes in 20 countries met in Smangus
to exchange agricultural information and
develop strategies to cope with the changes
in their environment. Without the internet,
it is unlikely that these connections could
have been made.
It was getting late, but Stephanie had
a final request for Deputy Chief Yuraw.
“Is there anything that you want to tell
us about Smangus? Maybe the answer to
a question you wished we’d have asked
but didn’t?” Yuraw thought for a moment
before speaking.
“I’d like to sing an ancient song for
you, if I may.”
Then he began singing to us in the
Tayan language, moving his hands to draw
pictures in the air of the mountains, rivers,
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SMANGUS

and trees. His voice was strong and deep,
and the fire pit glowed a dull red as the
darkening sky wrapped around us.
The love he felt for his community was
palpable. After each verse, he spoke the
words in Chinese, which translates into
English as:
All beloved Tayan children, all beloved
Tayan mothers
Never forget that our space is so very
precious
Our earth is so very precious
We want to love it with our lives
We are surrounded forever by waters
and mountains
All such beautiful places
We use our lives to protect and love it,
for it is all most precious.
He ended the song by exclaiming
“Booch !”
“This means the song is ended,” he said
quietly.
The music still in our ears, we walked

back up the hill. The temperature having
dropped precipitously, we were glad for
the heated chalet with its heated toilet seat,
however incongruous it had seemed earlier.
Despite our best intentions, we slept late
the next day. While we’d intended to do the
five-hour round trip hike to the Sacred Tree,
a 35-meter-high cypress that’s said to be
2,500 years old, by the time we motivated
ourselves to leave the cabin it was already
noon. We instead confined our wandering to the trails closer to the village. We
wandered through impossibly high thickets
of bamboo, content to enjoy the splendor
of the mountains and forests extending in
all directions, and into early rising hikers
returning from their visits to the tree.
We had dinner that night at the café,
which unlike the communal hall was more
of a traditional restaurant with menus and
individual meals. Remembering Qesu’s
request, we headed over to the church after
supper. Every pew was packed with people,

PHOTO : STEP HANIE HUFFMAN

Endless views of the valley from the village.

singing and swaying to music. The band
wasn’t half bad.
We dallied on Sunday, not just because
we were in no hurry to head back down
the rough road, but also because we’d been
invited to the home of the village chief,
Masay, after the morning service.
A man in his sixties, Masay’s role in
the tribe is largely as spiritual counselor. I
wanted to ask him a question that I’d felt
uncomfortable asking Yuraw on the first
night, given the younger man’s role in the
tribe’s present existence as a tourist destination.
After small talk over tea and cookies,
I popped the question: “Could Smangus
exist without tourism?”
The tribal elder didn’t hesitate in his
answer. “Without tourism, there would
be no Smangus,” he said. “Young people
would leave, unable to make a living in
their ancestral home.”
He continued, expressing how very
grateful the tribe is for the travelers who
continue to come, including politicians who
have visited and then acted to assist the
community. The road I’d disparaged (and
vomited on) just days before, for example,
had been unpaved and far more treacherous
prior to a 1995 visit by a Hsinchu legislator. Unlike us, the politician had made the
hike to the Sacred Tree, and had been so
deeply moved that he lobbied to have the
road leading to Smangus paved so that
others could share the experience. Without
such patronage, it is unlikely that Smangus
would enjoy its current prosperity.
But at the same time Masay made
clear that the determination of the Da’yan
people to keep their autonomy would never
waver. “The future will be counseled by
ourselves,” he said.
I asked him where he saw Smangus in
20 years. “It will continue to get better, in
so far as community, culture, and quality
of life.”
As he spoke, a group of village children ran by. “Those children will still be
here, and they will be the ones in charge.
This thing or that may be different, but
we will still be Tayan, and this will still be
Smangus.”
On this, we thanked the elder and headed
down to the coffee shop for a final cup of
coffee and postcard view before starting
down the long and winding road for home.
taiwan business topics • july 2017
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a trio of offbeat hotels
STORY BY JOSHUA SAMUEL BROWN
PHOTOS BY STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

I

f three solid months traveling around
the island researching a new memoir/
travel book while introducing Taiwan to
my partner Stephanie has taught me anything, it’s this:
Taiwan marches to its own beat.
From a massive spherical shopping mall
to a humble countryside church that happens to resemble a gigantic glass slipper,
the Taiwanese have a penchant for creating
venues that are unique and often downright
quirky. The trait is particularly noticeable
in the hospitality industry, and for a small
nation Taiwan boasts an outsized number
of hotels whose weirdness is either immediately evident or lies just beneath the surface.
True, the majority of these are places
where for a reasonable nightly price (or an
even more reasonable “take a rest ” rate)
one can spend time romping on a roundish
bed in a room resembling the one in which
Batman meets Catgirl every Thursday afternoon after dropping Robin off at his violin
lesson, or performing intimate Cosplay
scenes with partner(s) of choice in a HelloKitty-themed love-nest. But such motels are
already well-documented, the stuff of internet legend and literary low-hanging fruit
for a publication of this caliber. So in this
article, we’ll focus only on places that are
strictly high class – or at least high concept.
We begin in Taipei with an unexpected
game of dress-up:

Suiting up for our tour.

10

Samurai Night Fever at The Radium
Kagaya
(Radium Kagaya Taipei, Tel:2891-1111, 236
Guangming Rd., Beitou District, Taipei.
http://www.kagaya.com.tw)
“Welcome to the Radium Kagaya.
Would you care to remove your clothing?”
This was the first sign that we were in
for an unusual experience, so Stephanie
and I followed our Kimono-clad hostess
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into a large, brightly lit room where we
dutifully exchanged our street clothing for
garb that could have come off the set of a
Kurosawa flick. The Beitou hotel’s Nipponese bona fides was apparent from the
lobby’s Japanese-themed lobby, in which
porcelain artifacts with delicate gold leaf
were on display.
It’s here that I should interject that
suiting up in the manner of Japan of Ye
Olden Days is a bit more complicated than
slipping on a hastily purchased 7-11 rain
jacket; there’s an art and order to each
step. As Stephanie is a costume designer
whose resume includes working on the
only English-language Kabuki show ever
held in the greater Portland area, I’ll let her
describe the process:
“After we undressed down to a base
layer, our female attendant assisted us in
arranging the multiple folds of the kimonos in the correct order. Once this was
done, our new look was completed with
a perfectly tied obi around each of our
waists, followed by a hantan robe. Finally,
we were given split-toe tabi socks to wear
between our bare feet and the geta (wooden sandals).”
Suitably clad in our semi-samurai garb,
we clacked on wooden shoes alongside
hostess Kiwako, whose hand gestures and
walking stride were perfectly orchestrated,
hinting at both long hours of training and
a serious commitment to her art. As we
walked through the public areas of the
hotel, Kiwako told us a bit of the hotel’s
history. Though the Kagaya’s current incarnation goes back only as far as 2010, its
Japanese hot spring roots run deep, having been built on the site of the Tiangoan,
a favorite of Japanese officials during the
colonial period.
The most beautiful (and exquisitely
Japanese) of the Kagaya’s public areas is its
interior garden, complete with Bonsai trees,
bamboo, and a Zen rock garden (of course
there’s a Zen rock garden). Inside the garden, we posed for photographs alongside
other suitably dressed guests, kneeling stoically on tatamis or sitting beneath paper
umbrellas. The Asian men did their best
to channel Toshiro Mifune, while I did my
best not to channel John Belushi.
The dress-up aspect is but one of the
selling points of the hotel, which has amazing Japanese-themed rooms and suites (all

Couple blending old tradition and new media in the spa at the Radium Kagaya.

with private hot springs and some with private butlers), spa packages, aromatherapy,
and of course very posh public hot springs.
There’s a fabulous Japanese restaurant, and
a lounge offering a wide variety of libations, including (naturally) saké.

Our second excursion brings us to a
hotel in Taichung with a rather noteworthy
swimming pool:
In too Deep at the Dive Cube
(The Dive Cube, 69 Anhe W. Rd., Xitun
Dist., Taichung. Tel: 04-2355-2208. http://
www.divecube.com.tw/)
“It’s difficult for people in this city to
get out to the ocean, so I decided to bring
the ocean to them.”
Had I not been in Taiwan long enough
to know proposals of nigh-impossible
proportion are often followed by and let
me tell you how I did it , I’d have nodded
politely and jotted “subject appears to have
delusions of grandeur” in my notebook.
But there was no reason for Jim Wang,
the CEO of Taichung’s newly opened Dive
Cube Hotel, to provide a follow-up explanation. As we sat drinking coffee in the
lobby of his hotel, we could watch through
a floor to ceiling window something rarely
…nay, never …seen in hotel lobbies: Guests
swimming in full scuba gear.
Technically speaking, the guests weren’t
in the lobby so much as level with it, hav-

ing swum down to the first floor from the
swimming pool on the third. They waved at
us, then moved on, presumably to explore
sections of the hotel accessible only to
guests with swim-fins, masks, and air tanks.
Sleek and urbane, the Dive Cube is
located on the western edge of Taichung
City’s Xitun neighborhood, and if unique
is the benchmark for this selection of tales,
then the Dive Cube fits the bill by virtue
of being a singularity : It’s the only hotel
on the planet built around a 70-foot-deep
scuba diving pool.
A life-long scuba enthusiast, Wang is
a man with a mission, specifically to have
Taiwan considered a scuba-diving destination on par with better-known Asian diving
destinations. Trips to Europe, which boasts
a number of very deep urban dive pools,
convinced him that Taiwan deserved no
less. Though his original idea was to replicate the urban dive pool concept in Taichung, Wang decided to take the idea one
step further.
“Taiwan doesn’t have the same level
of hospitality catering specifically to scuba
divers as other places,” he explains. “You
can go to Kenting or Green Island to dive,
but there aren’t really hotels catering specifically to divers.”
And so the idea came to Jim to build the
world’s first hotel with its own deep diving
pool. It had never been done before – Why
not do it in Taiwan?
However, noting that all that stood
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Stephanie dives to the coffee shop,
left. Rooms at the DiveCube are submarine chic, above.

between our pleasant coffee shop chat and
660,430 gallons of water extending three
vertical stories in both directions was an
eight-inch pane of glass, I hinted at what
might be considered a sensible answer to
“why not Taiwan?” with a question of my
own. “What about earthquakes?”
Wang had heard it before. “We considered this before even beginning the project,
and for this reason chose this site specifically after conducting a geological survey
in 2004. This area is particularly safe, with
bedrock all the way down.”
Wanting to experience the Dive Cube
in its full underwater glory, we headed
upstairs to the third floor to meet Harry, a
PADI-certified dive instructor with decades
of experience leading scuba expeditions
(only the last couple of months of which
had been done inside a hotel). Stephanie
and I were both given 30 minutes of safety
training that would allow us to do a guided
trip, in our case a quick dive down to the
coffee shop (but not into the deeper pool
below), with a bit of interior exploration
on the side. Dive pools, unlike oceans, are
completely controlled environments, and
offer a great place to dive for those fearing
seasickness, open ocean, or sharks.
Claustrophobia, however, is another
issue, and while I was fine diving down to
the second level for a quick wave out the
window at the Taichung skyline (which
was a deeply surreal experience), my fear of
drowning in enclosed spaces (which almost
12

never comes up in the course of daily life)
drove me to tap out rather than accompanying Harry and Stephanie into the fauxshipwreck area on the second floor.
As Stephanie described it: “We swam
through a doorway into a wooden chamber
filled with crates and luggage, jewel-filled
barrels, and black and white photographs
of people from a decidedly earlier era. We
swam up a set of stairways into a narrow
rectangular area with an air pocket where
we were able to take our respirators out
and chat before swimming back down the
stairs and through a number of interior
caves just past the coffee shop where we’d
been sitting earlier.”
She, too, found the experience deeply
surreal.
Rooms at the Dive Cube are submarine
chic. Cozy, with nicely appointed bunk
beds, each outfitted with its own cubbyhole
closet, brand-new LCD screens, and small
but serviceable bathrooms done up – naturally – with full nautical blue tile. The Dive
Cube is not a hotel built solely with resting
in mind.

Our final excursion brings us to Tainan,
and a multi-faceted interactive inn:
The Many Faces of Jia Jia West
(Jia-Jia West Hotel ,11 Zhengxing Street
West, Central District, Tainan. Tel:
06-2209866. https://jj-w.hotel.com.tw/eng/)

At first we thought we’d stumbled into
a high-end bohemian fashion boutique,
since the check-in desk was less prominent
a feature than the elegantly positioned
rack of Chinese slippers, shawls, dresses,
and assorted fashion accoutrements, all
exquisitely made, and many created from
recycled materials.
But we’d arrived at the right place, as
evidenced by the warm greeting received
from Kino Tsai, architect, interior designer,
and creator-in-chief of the interactive
experience of Tainan’s Jia Jia West Hotel,
a hotel that raises the uniqueness bar not
merely by being decidedly different from
other Taiwanese hotels, but by being markedly different from itself room to room.
As we began our tour, Kino explained
that her vision was to have each of her
hotel’s 30 rooms offer visitors a distinct
cultural and artistic experience. To do this,
she invited separate artists, history buffs,
interior designers, and film personalities to
create each room individually.
Rooms on the second and third floor
share an “old Tainan” theme, with each
channeling a different aspect of the city’s
history. Huai-shan Room is a traditional
Taiwanese apothecary whose Qing-era furniture (including a set of antique medicine
drawers) offer an interesting juxtaposition
to the wall-mounted LCD screen. Guests
staying in Huai-shan also enjoy in-room
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reflexology privileges.
Red is the dominant theme of the Zhinu
Thread Room . On the floor sits a pre-war
sewing machine wrapped in a red cord
that snakes elegantly around the room,
symbolizing the god of marriage Yue Lao,
who counts among the items in his bag of
amorous tricks a red thread used to connect
lovers. The bed is comfortable, the shower
area intimate, and a personalized map in
the room guides visitors to Yue Lao’s temple in Tainan, should guests feel the need to
consult the god during their stay.
Things get decidedly more esoteric on
the upper floors. Fans of film director Tsai
Ming-Liang can come close to experiencing what it’s like to be him in the two-story
Soaking in Image Room . Tsai designed the
space for personal comfort (specifically his
own), with a writing desk built to his specifications, a DVD collection of his favorite
movies connected to a flat screen monitor next to a beautiful bed, and a bathtub
shaped to match the curve of the director’s
body. Kino’s own design sketches of the
room adorn a downstairs wall, adding to
the overall meta vibe of the room.
The Architecture of Pavement Room
was not designed specifically for comfort,

but as a reflection on homelessness. The
dominant image on the wall behind the bed
is a wall-to-wall photo of a man sleeping
on a park bench while passers-by pointedly
ignore his presence. Guests sleep with a
comforter which resembles pavement, and
can relax on a park bench featuring and
pillow-versions of sewer drains draped in
silkscreen fabric featuring newsprint (specifically a 2014 issue of the Taipei Times).
It’s a paradoxical experience, to be sure.
“Some guests find it a powerful meditation on an important social issue,” says
Kino. “Others have complained about having paid money to spend time in a room
intentionally made to resemble one of life’s
harsher realities.”
What better escape from life’s harsh
realities then in cinema? Guests staying
in the room called On Air , Please Smile
can expect to do so literally between the
hours of eight and ten p.m., when a camera
records all action inside the room. This
room was designed by actor Lee Kang
Shen, who wanted people to experience
what film stars feel like living under the
camera’s scrutiny. Though the camera still
runs during the appointed hours, the filming process is no longer being compiled

by Lee, who turned the first two months’
worth of footage into an public exhibition
that ran in the hotel’s common area.
This interactivity extends past the
rooms, but as I was too lazy to participate
in most of the classes offered, I’ll pass the
keyboard to Stephanie.
“During our stay we took part in a
couple of in-house courses including one
in traditional Taiwanese cooking, creating
a lovely vinegar cucumber salad, Ai Yu
Jelly and Wa Guo , a savory rice pudding
with braised pork, salted egg, and pickled
mushrooms. Josh was less interested in the
other offerings, a class in dressmaking and
another in classical Chinese shoemaking.
I came away with a lovely pair of Chinese
slippers.”
The overall experience at the Jia Jia is
that of being pampered guests at an urban
sleep-away camp designed for the deeply
sophisticated children of artists. If that’s
not worth experiencing, I don’t know
what is.

— Long-time Topics contributor
Joshua Samuel Brown is the author of
14 books, including Vignettes of Taiwan
and Lonely Planet Taiwan 7th & 8th
editions. He’s currently working on
a book called Formosa Moon (Things
Asian Press) with his partner Stephanie
Huffman. Visit www.josambro.com for
more details.

Left, the Soaking in Image room. Above, down and out in the Architecture of
Pavement room
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temples are taiwan s castles
an palaces
Five of Taipei’s biggest and best temples illustrate the importance of
religion to the populace, both in the past and in the present.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY JULES QUARTLY

T

heir curved roofs and overhanging
eaves, gaudy dragons and almost
psychedelic imagery, incense and
incantations, mark out temples as one of
the most distinctive features of Taiwan. For
the Instagram generation, temples are a
vibrant backdrop for their tropical travels
and selfies, while the curious will discover
they are a kind of stained-glass window
into Taiwan’s soul.
A legacy of Han immigration from
China beginning in the 17th century,
temples were among the first structures
built by the new settlers who, along with
the necessities of life, brought their gods
with them on the dangerous journey.
Besides being places of worship for Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, and Chinese folk religion, temples were staging
posts, community centers, and markets,
providing education, edification, and
entertainment.
In a way, little has changed. Temples
are still at the center of life in Taiwan.
They provide a focus for cultural events
and holidays, such as Chinese New Year
and the Dragon Boat Festival. Believers
offer up their prayers and incense sticks
to ask the gods for good health, a spouse
or children, success in business, and good
exam results.
Some Westerners, particularly evangelical Christians, are put off by Taiwan’s
religious scene. On its website, for instance,
the missionary organization OMF International mourns the fact that “traditional
values and religions continue to exert a
powerful hold over old and young alike.”
It notes – not in a positive way – that
14
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“it has been said that Taiwan has more
temples per person than any other place in
the world.” To OMF, Taiwan “is an island
soaking in an atmosphere of idolatry and
superstition.” But then, one person’s superstition is another’s faith and devotion.
Although Tainan in the south has a
strong claim to being the nation’s religious
center, Taipei also has a number of wellknown temples that are worth visiting.
While the atmosphere nowadays is more
subdued due to modernization, new environmental statutes, and voluntary curbs on
burning ghost money, it is still intense. Visitors can savor all this and more by viewing
five major temples, chosen for their size,
importance, and history.

Baoan Temple (臺北保安宮)
61 HaMi Street, Taipei
台北市哈密街61號

Here is a prime example of how a
shabby, migrant’s temple transformed
itself over the centuries into a cathedrallike space that enshrines national identity,
according to Wu Chao-te, a passionate and
knowledgeable volunteer tour guide who
has appeared on a number of TV shows
and enjoys a degree of minor celebrity.
Wu tells the story of migrants from
Tong-an County in China’s Fujian Province, who in 1755 brought over holy relics
that were housed in a rudimentary wooden
structure they called “bao-an” – meaning
“protecting Tong-an people.” Baosheng
Dadi is the temple’s presiding god, and his
effigy is in the main hall. Also from Tongan County, Dadi was a great doctor who
was said to have worked many miracles
and rode fairy cranes, eventually becoming
an immortal and the God of Medicine.
Over the years the temple grew in
importance and added new gods to the pantheon. As Wu explains, Taiwan’s temples
tend to be polytheistic. Besides Baosheng
Dadi, for example, Matsu, the Goddess of
the Sea and patron saint of fishermen and
sailors, also has a prominent place in Baoan
and many other Taiwan temples. The early
settlers of Taiwan from Fujian often carried
effigies of Matsu on their dangerous journey
across the Strait as a form of protection.
“Gods like Matsu are not so important
in China, but here she was a vital part of
a religion that developed over 300 years

Locals enjoy the surroundings of the Confucius Temple.

and has become part of the Taiwan identity,” Wu says. “Even so, to some extent
we have preserved Chinese religion, which
was banned on the mainland during the
Cultural Revolution. Elderly Chinese visitors are amazed to see observances that
they recall from their youth. Younger
Chinese are not familiar at all with their
religion and discover it here. They are not
charged an entry fee either, which also surprises them!”
During the Japanese colonial period
(1895-1945), Wu continues, “the Japanese redesigned religion and this was very
important. They created a ‘department
store of the gods,’ a kind of one-stop shop
for religion, a place where many gods
could reside, such as the medicine god, sea
god, fertility god, and so on.”
Wu adds that temples were frequently
destroyed by earthquake, fire, or rival clans,
but were regularly rebuilt with donations
from prominent merchants or others in the
community to assure their eternal salvation.
These days the leading temples enjoy some
government protection if listed as historical
or cultural monuments.
At the close of his briefing, Wu mentions the UNESCO Asia-Pacific Heritage
Award for Cultural Heritage Conservation,
which was presented to the temple in 2003
after a seven-year renovation. Calling the
results a “masterpiece,” Wu says it has
served as a model for restoration as highly
experienced traditional craftsmen, rather
than simple building contractors, were
chosen to work on the project.

Taipei Confucius Temple (臺北孔
子廟)

275 DaLong Street, Taipei City
臺北市大龍街275號

Just a hop, skip, and a jump away
from Baoan, Confucius Temple has a more
serene atmosphere, with sculpted gardens
to walk around in and a pond to reflect on.
The architecture is simple and tasteful, with
unadorned beams, columns, and doors – a
nod to the teachings of the great educator,
who valued modesty above all.
Construction of the temple, modeled on
the original Confucius Temple in China’s
Shandong province where the philosopher
was born, began in 1879. But building
wasn’t completed until 1939 due to the
Japanese occupation. The temple is now
under the authority of the city government’s Department of Civil Affairs.
In the main hall is a plaque in the calligraphy of the late President Chiang Kaishek bearing the inscription “Educate without discrimination.” It’s a fitting message,
emphasizing the importance of education
to Taiwan’s economic miracle and the Confucian tenets that underpin local life. Every
September 28, on Teacher’s Day, a ritual
presided over by the city mayor is held to
honor the great man’s birthday, more than
2,500 years ago. To help visitors learn
more about Confucius and the temple’s
construction, there is a small theater showing 4D films. They might be a little cartoony for adult tastes, but have the benefit
of English subtitles.
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Hsing Tian Temple (行天宮)

109 MinQuan East Road, Section 2,
Taipei
台北市民權東路二段109號
Temples are not all about history, and
Hsing Tian is relatively modern in terms
of its construction and outlook, having
been built in 1967. One of the city’s most
popular temples, with upwards of 10,000
visitors a day, it is nevertheless tranquil and
spotlessly clean. While Confucius Temple
has a well-appointed store for selling trinkets and Baoan provides a litany of festivals
and tourism friendly events, Hsing Tian
arguably has a more spiritual approach.
This is slightly ironic, since the temple
is dedicated to General Guan Yu (AD 160220). Traditionally depicted with a beard
and red face, he was a military hero and is
the patron saint of businesspeople. Yet no
commercial activities are allowed on the
hallowed grounds and there are no donation boxes or beggars. In the interest of
discouraging waste and protecting the environment, the temple in 2014 voluntarily
decided to remove offering tables for fruit,
cakes, and cooked chickens. It also stopped
offering incense sticks and got rid of its
furnace for burning ghost money. Other
temples are slowly but surely following in
its footsteps.
One of the pleasures of visiting are the

studious temple volunteers dressed in flowing blue robes. They will gladly explain the
temple’s founding principles – “enlightening people’s hearts, enhancing spirituality
and creating a harmonious society” – and
list its charitable achievements. They will
also likely encourage you to enjoy an exorcism, if you are plagued by malevolent spirits or nightmares. It’s free, takes five minutes, and all you have to provide is your
name and possibly your address and age.

Guandu Temple (關渡宮)

360 ZhiXing Road, Beitou District,
Taipei
臺北市北投區知行路360號
A personal favorite, Guandu Temple
– located near the Guandu Nature Park –
has somehow been incorporated into the
side of a mountain overlooking the Tamsui
River. The small, brightly painted fishing
vessels moored along the nearby quay,
make it a picturesque destination.
Some historians date the temple’s
origins back to 1661, when it was called
Lingshan Temple (靈山廟). Others put the
date down as 1712, when construction
started on a new temple, after a monk from
China brought over a golden statue of the
goddess Matsu. Either way, Guandu is one
of the city’s most beautiful temples, full of
art, sculptures, and carvings. The painted

rafters, ceilings, and beams are intensely
colorful and further accentuated in places
by winking LED lights.
Walking around the temple is like taking part in a religiously inspired art installation. There are caves that have been
formed into hallways, with relief carvings
on the walls depicting myriad mythological events. Inset into the walls are life-sized
statues of the 28 Heavenly Emperors,
brightly illumined and seemingly cryogenically encased in glass. At the end of one
hallway, there’s a wonderful golden statue
– overlooking the river and guarded by
stone elephants – of Goddess of Mercy
Guanyin and her many arms.

Longshan Temple (龍山寺)
211 GuangZhou Street, Taipei
台北市廣州街211號
The granddaddy of them all. Founded
in 1738 and dedicated to Guanyin, the
Buddhist Goddess of Mercy, the temple has
been rebuilt multiple times, most recently
in 1919 and again after American bombers
in World War II targeted ordnance that was
said to have been stockpiled there by the
Japanese. The temple dominates Taipei’s
oldest district of Wanhua. The surrounding
area is full of markets, KTVs, a red-light
district, and some of the poorest people in
the city.

Detail of a carving at Guandu Temple.
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It’s a fascinating temple, decorated
with impressive wood carvings as well as
sculpted dark green granite imported from
China or locally sourced volcanic andesite stone. The three-section design of the
structure is made up of a front hall, rear
hall, and a middle hall guarded by a pair of
fierce, bronze dragons. Paper lanterns sway
in the breeze, while plaques bearing poems
are distributed throughout the complex.
Reflecting the eclectic nature of Taiwanese
religion, the rear hall is devoted to effigies
of Taoist deities.
With its smoke and mirrors, Longshan
can be a culture shock. Monks burn red
candles placed on revolving golden candleholders, amid a scene that includes beggars,
people possessed or crying for salvation,
celestial messages written on tiny slips of
paper, lucky amulets, and yin-yang divination. There’s nearly always a crush of
passionate believers in the power of their
ancient gods.

Compared to cathedrals
It’s jarring in a way. Taiwan is a progressive and highly developed nation –
scientific, practical, and mercantile – yet
its traditional religious base “is probably
growing,” says David Blundell, a professor of anthropology at National Chengchi
University. “Perhaps the younger people

are not so serious about it, but they still go
and when they get older they will probably
have just as strong beliefs.”
“There’s money and the religion acts as
a support system for people in their daily
lives,” notes Blundell. “Religious sentiment
is very strong. The temples are culturally
effective and are imbued with the culture of
the people, and that’s how the great cathedrals were built in Europe, to reach the
heavens. Taiwan doesn’t have castles and
palaces – it has temples.”
According to 2013 figures (the latest
available) from the Ministry of the Interior’s Department of Civil Affairs, Taiwan is
home to 27 religions and 12,083 registered
temples. The actual number of temples is
undoubtedly considerably higher, however,
given that many go unregistered and there
has been a growth in the number of private shrines.
One of the most prominent experts
on Taiwan’s religions is Paul Katz, distinguished research fellow at the Institute of
Modern History of Academia Sinica. He
calls temples the “cultural nexus of power”
and notes how religious life has evolved in
a modern, urban setting.
He points out the nation’s leaders in
recent history have generally been Christian or Buddhist technocrats who hold
Western ideas of progress, which are at
odds with Chinese folk religion. Supersti-

tion has therefore been frowned upon, the
practice of writing out medical scripts in
temples was banned in the 1980s, religious
processions are reined in to avoid causing traffic problems, and “ecstatic rituals”
such as self-flagellation have been largely
displaced from the urban setting.
The old idea of clans and neighborhoods tied to their local temple is slowly
dying out, Katz observes, since communities are now more likely to be formed on
the basis of “friendship, rather than blood
or native place.” Since they don’t serve the
same function as in the past, the big temples have had to adapt, he says. Equally,
people are looking at new ways to practice
their religion. For example, “humanistic
Buddhists” like the adherents of the Tzu
Chi Foundation now emphasize caring for
others by doing good deeds in the community, rather than praying at a temple.
In addition, the high cost of land has
made it more difficult to set up large
temples in urban areas. Although religion
is not dying out, Katz emphasizes, the way
it is being practiced has been transformed
with the times. “The nature of religion has
changed from being traditional or ascriptive, with a loyalty to large temples,” he
notes. “Instead it is becoming decentralized, and there is a tendency to set up and
join small and voluntary shrines, which are
more important in the modern setting.”

A monk arranges candles at Longshan Temple.
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on the front lines of history
Once the focal point of hostilities between China and Taiwan, the Kinmen archipelago
has evolved into a fascinating tourist destination.

PHOTOS AND STORY BY MATTHEW FULCO

W

andering Cihu Lake’s secluded
beach on the largest of the offshore islands of Kinmen, I am
about as close to the Chinese mainland as
one can be in Taiwan’s territory. I came
to the beach hoping to catch a glimpse of
the skyline of Xiamen, the bustling Fujian
Province city that lies just 1.2 kilometers
across the water. A strong swimmer can
make it from one side to the other in about
90 minutes.
Instead, I witness a dramatic sunset,
as the sun emerges briefly from the mist
enveloping the horizon and flashes golden
on the water’s surface. Placid waves gently break on shore. Except for me and my
guide from the Kinmen Tourism Bureau,
the beach is deserted.
Yet in the tranquil beauty of this beach,
there is a hint of the macabre. Slanted rows
of spikes rooted on cement bases line the
shore. During the Chinese Civil War, the
18

Republic of China (ROC) government
installed the obstacles to prevent shore
landings by Chinese Communist troops.
For the nearly 30 years (1949-1978)
that spanned the height of the Cold War,
Kinmen (sometimes spelled Jinmen and still
best-known abroad by the name Quemoy)
was on the front line of hostilities between
the two competing Chinas. The ROC heavily fortified the archipelago against bombardment and invasion, while stationing
100,000 troops here.
It was here at the Battle of Guningtou
in October 1949 that Chiang Kai-shek’s
Nationalist troops beat back a fierce
offensive by the Communists, halting the
advance of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) towards Taiwan. Had the archipelago fallen to the Communists, “that
would have been the end of the Republic
of China,” says a worker at Kinmen’s
Guningtou Battle Museum. “Taiwan as we

know it today would not exist.”
Indeed, as long as the Nationalists held
Kinmen, they could prevent the Communists from using the port of Xiamen in
an attack on Taiwan. In a December post,
Edward Chen of the Warfare History Network notes that Kinmen was “the gateway
to Xiamen Bay and ultimately to Taiwan
itself.”
Mao Zedong and his military commanders had assumed that they would
be able to win an easy victory at Kinmen
against a demoralized and haggard Nationalist army – which had already been effectively driven off the Chinese mainland. As
a result, they misjudged tidal conditions
during a hasty amphibious landing on Kinmen’s largest island, exposing troops to
intense Nationalist fire. The Nationalists’
elite 1st Tank Battalion, which included
veterans of World War II’s 1944-45 Burma
Campaign, was particularly effective in
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pummeling enemy positions.
The Chinese Communists learned from
their mistakes at the Battle of Guningtou
and took a more disciplined approach to
subsequent amphibious campaigns. They
successfully captured Hainan Island and
the Zhoushan Islands archipelago (part of
Zhejiang Province) in 1950, as well as the
Nationalists’ remaining Zhejiang island
outposts in the mid-1950s. However, the
ultimate failure of the Communists to
capture Kinmen (and the Matsu islands to
the north) “ruled out any invasion attempt
against Taiwan proper,” Chen observes.
Conflict flared up once again during the
second Taiwan Strait Crisis that began in
August 1958 as the PLA bombarded Kinmen with 500,000 artillery shells over 44
days. Shelling continued intermittently until
December 1978, when the United States and
the PRC established diplomatic relations.
Kinmen’s August 23 Artillery Battle
Museum somberly chronicles the history of
the bombardment. A total of 587 members
of the ROC Air Force lost their lives during the 44-day onslaught. Over the ensuing
20 years, an increasing number of facilities were moved underground, including a
guest hotel and hospital. Massive underground tunnels for sealift supply were constructed. With a certain degree of understatement, a plaque in the museum points
out that “the shelling had a profound effect
on the people of Kinmen.”
The bombardment did have one positive legacy, in that an industrious family
of craftsmen has used the shells to make
knives. The tradition actually dates to
1937, when a steel shortage caused by
the Sino-Japanese War prompted Xiamen
immigrant Wu Tsong-shan to set up the
Chin Ho Li Steel Knife Factory in Kinmen
to forge knives out of Japanese mortars.
Wu Tsong-shan’s descendants have
continued the family tradition using PLA
shells while expanding the scale of the
family workshop. Running the business
today is third-generation “Maestro” Wu
Tseng-dong. When he first entered the
knife-making trade in the early 1970s,
production was limited. But with 100,000
troops stationed on Kinmen, Wu had a
large captive market. Soldiers waxed lyrical about the finely crafted knives to their
families and friends when they returned to
Taiwan, and the Chin Ho factory’s reputa-

tion blossomed.
Today Maestro Wu has five outlets in
Kinmen and a customer base of professional chefs in both Taiwan and overseas. Some
knives are made to order. “We’re gradually
learning more about customer needs and
developing our custom-made knife business,” he told Taiwan Business TOPICS in
an interview. The factory also sells farming
tools and hunting knives.
Demonstrating his skills to visitors
– largely from China – Wu resembles a
wizard as he transforms a faded artillery
shell into a pristine, razor-sharp butcher’s
knife. He first cuts up the shell with a
blowtorch, then smelts, hammers, forges,
grinds, and polishes the blade. Finally, he
attaches a wooden handle. Still, the process is incomplete. For the knife to work
properly, the blade requires additional
refinement, he explains.
Turning to me, and within earshot of
several of the Chinese visitors, Wu motions
with his hand to the piles of artillery shells
that fill the factory workshop. “These are
gifts from Mao Zedong,” he says.

A world away from Taiwan
It would be impossible for Kinmen to
forget how it suffered in the aftermath of

the Chinese Civil War. Yet with improved
cross-Strait relations today, visitors from
China are important to its economy. And
given Kinmen’s proximity to Xiamen,
mainlanders are more likely to visit than
Taiwanese.
“They come because it’s near, and
because it’s familiar, yet different,” says
Chen Mei-Ling, director of the Kinmen
County Government Tourism Bureau. She
notes the islands’ distinct blend of military
history, eclectic architecture, and pastoral
landscapes. Twenty-five percent of Kinmen’s land is made up of national parks.
Mainland tourists flock to Kinmen’s
clusters of traditional Fujianese homes to
take selfies in front of the historic architecture and sip on bubble tea in cafes that
have sprung up in the more touristy of the
villages. There are about 15,000 of these
houses in Kinmen, of which the Council of
Cultural Affairs lists 115 as historic monuments. Many date to the late Qing dynasty.
Cheng Chen-chuan, a local taxi driver
and Kinmen native, lauds Chinese visitors’
contribution to the local economy. “Of
course Kinmen welcomes mainland tourists,” he says. “Actually, Taiwan is the only
place in the world right now that’s unwelcoming to them.”
Cheng faults the ruling Democratic Pro-

“Maestro” Wu Tseng-dong forges highly crafted knives from PLA shells.
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Seaside tunnels were dug in Kinmen for concealing naval craft during hostilities with China.

gressive Party (DPP) for the year-long chill
in cross-Strait relations that has resulted
in fewer Chinese visitors. “The DPP won’t
accept the 1992 Consensus,” he says, referring to the tacit understanding between
the Chinese Nationalist Party and Chinese
Communist Party that Taiwan and the
Chinese mainland are both part of “One
China,” while leaving the definition of that
“One China” ambiguous.
“Maybe for some people in Taiwan,
people who favor Taiwan independence,
the 1992 Consensus is a problem,” Cheng
observes. But as far as he is concerned, “I
am Fujianese, not Taiwanese, and we’re all
Chinese.”
Compared to Taiwan, “Kinmen is
much closer culturally to China, and
especially Fujian,” notes Weng Ming-chi,
Secretary General of the Fujian Provincial
Government of the Republic of China,
which covers both Kinmen and Matsu.
Besides the obvious proximity, Kinmen has
maintained its southern Min (Fujianese)
culture for centuries virtually uninterrupted, he explains.
“Kinmen was almost untouched by Japanese colonization (1895-1945), which had
a major effect on Taiwan’s development,”
Weng observes. The Japanese occupied
Kinmen only during the 1937-1945 SinoJapanese War, and never set out to formally
colonize it as they did Taiwan and Penghu.
Further, Kinmen differs from Taiwan in
its consistently close ties with the Chinese
20

Nationalist Party or Kuomintang (KMT).
Indeed, Kinmen is one of the few locations
in ROC territory that the DPP has never
controlled. The reason can be traced to the
late 1940s, when some Taiwanese began to
view the KMT as unwelcome occupiers.
That view never took hold in Kinmen,
Weng notes. During the Cold War, “the
military was here on the front lines protecting people from the enemy – Communist
China,” he says. Since soldiers were numerous, “they made important contributions
to the local economy too. Their presence
created many business opportunities.”
Critically, Kinmen did not experience
the 2-28 Incident, an uprising against
Nationalist rule in Taiwan that began on
February 28, 1947. Government troops
brutally suppressed the rebellion; the
death toll is generally estimated at 18,00028,000. To this day, opponents of the KMT
in Taiwan trace their antipathy toward the
party to the 2-28 Incident and the subsequent White Terror.
With such voices muted on Kinmen,
the islands can sometimes feel like a time
warp. KMT iconography from the Martial Law era (1947-1987 in Taiwan and
lasting until 1992 in Kinmen) remains
on prominent display. In one of the main
squares of Jincheng, the downtown of
Kinmen’s main island, a large statue of a
smiling Chiang Kai-shek presides over the
scene. “People here are just used to it. I’ve
never heard anyone talk of removing the

statue,” says Cheng.
In contrast, many of those statues in
Taiwan have long since been relegated to
a park in Taoyuan County near Chiang’s
tomb. Those remaining on display elsewhere are at constant risk of vandalism.
In March, police prevented a group of students from sawing up a Chiang statue at Fu
Jen Catholic University. In April, members
of a pro-independence group called the Taiwan Nation Founding Engineering Team
decapitated a statue of the Generalissimo in
Yangmingshan National Park.

A cross-Strait bridge
Even as Taiwan and China grow further
apart, Kinmen residents say their geographic and cultural proximity to their giant
neighbor necessitates a close relationship
with the PRC. “We have foreign tourists,
but in nowhere near the numbers we do
mainlanders,” says taxi driver Chen Chinhai. “I have no complaints about them
[Chinese tourists]. The customers I have are
well-mannered independent travelers.”
Chen Shu-chen, owner of the Shangheryuan bed and breakfast, has noticed a drop
in Chinese guests this year, but she says
that the situation could change during the
high season of summer. “Almost everyone
in Kinmen is happy when Chinese tourists
spend money here,” she says. “It’s good
for hotels and B&Bs, retailers, restaurants,
taxi drivers.”
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Kinmen's fortified beaches now look serene in the sunset.

The Kinmen Tourism Bureau’s Chen
notes that while Chinese visitors on group
tours have decreased, independent travelers
are on the rise. With close links between
Xiamen and Kinmen, and expected further
simplification of the visa process for Chinese visitors, there is room for the independent traveler market to grow, she says.
In a positive sign for cross-Strait relations, cultural exchanges between Kinmen
and the PRC remain vibrant. During my
trip in May, hundreds of Chinese from Xiamen visited for a two-day Taoist pilgrimage
held jointly by temples in Xiamen and Kinmen. The pilgrimage, the culmination of a
month-long religious festival, was held to
celebrate the birthday of the Taoist guardian of cities. One Chinese visitor I spoke
to at the festival about my years living in
the PRC surprised me by commenting:
“This place is different; it’s the Republic of
China.” I wasn’t sure if he was educating
me or trying to be politically correct.
Given Kinmen’s close ties with China,
the Taiwan government has called for
it to serve as a test bed for cross-Strait
exchanges. In December, during a visit to
the islands, Straits Exchange Foundation
Chairman Tien Hung-mao said Taiwan
will develop Kinmen into a “model spot”
and “window” for peaceful cross-Strait
exchanges.
“The Kinmen government is seen as
fairly open to mainland China,” says Claire
Ma, section manager of public affairs at

Ever Rich, which operates a hotel and large
duty-free store in Kinmen. While crossStrait relations have cooled in the past year,
EverRich has hosted an increasing number
of cross-Strait events at its hotel.
Chinese tourists comprise about half
of all guests at the hotel, and contribute
heavily to weekend stays, Ma says. Overall,
Chinese visitors account for a third of all
visitors to Kinmen, according to the Tourism Bureau.
Should Chinese guest numbers ever fall
steeply, Ma says she doubts that Taiwan
visitors could take up the slack. “Kinmen
is quiet and historical,” she says. “It certainly appeals to some Taiwanese, but not
so much to the youth. They would prefer
somewhere with beaches where they can
swim or do water sports like Penghu.”
One project with the potential to literally bind Kinmen and the PRC closer
together is the long-stalled Kinmen-Xiamen bridge. First proposed 13 years ago,
the Jindeng bridge project would connect
Kinmen’s Wulongshan and Fujian Province’s Dadeng Island. Proponents of the
project say the bridge would make it possible to drive in less than 30 minutes from
Kinmen to the island where the center of
Xiamen is located.
There is strong support in Kinmen for
the project. Local officials say the bridge
would turn Kinmen into a Xiamen suburb,
giving Kinmen residents more convenient
links to the big city. Since direct ferry ser-

vice opened in 2001, an increasing number of Kinmen youths have pursued their
university studies in Xiamen, and in many
cases their parents have purchased homes
for them in Xiamen.
In a 2009 report in the English-language Taipei Times , then Kinmen County
Commissioner Lee Chu-feng touted the
benefits the bridge would bring to Kinmen. “The building of the Jindeng Bridge
will not only help hone Taiwan’s bridgebuilding technologies, it will also help
boost development in Kinmen itself,” he
was quoted as saying. “The Jindeng Bridge
will facilitate the building of water pipes
and electricity transmission cables between
Kinmen and Xiamen, allowing Kinmen
to import fresh water and electricity from
China.”
Yet the project has failed to garner
much support from the Taiwan government. KMT legislators have expressed concerns that the bridge’s construction would
put local taxpayer money in the hands of
the Xiamen government. Unsurprisingly,
the DPP opposes the idea outright, warning
that it would serve to promote unification
with China.
On the issue of unification, in fact, Kinmen people appear for once to be on the
same page as most residents of Taiwan.
“I don’t see any reason for unification,”
says taxi driver Chen Chen-Chuan. “We’re
doing fine with the status quo. Let’s keep it
that way.”
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“HERPING” AND
other nocturnal
ADVENTURES IN
TAIWAN’S FORESTS
The island is a great place to view many
different species of snakes.
BY STEVEN CROOK

W

hen the temperature rises
and rain falls, the life forms
that inhabit Taiwan’s forests
become more active. Some expatriates
might loathe Taiwan’s sultry summers,
but for snake aficionados Bill Murphy,
Hans Breuer, and Dane Harris, the season
has definite advantages. All three spent
many years in Taiwan before they began
to appreciate the size and diversity of the
island’s serpentine population.
“I’ve been interested in wildlife my
whole life, ever since my grandmother
used to explain the flora and fauna during
hikes,” says Wisconsin-born Bill Murphy.
“For the first decade I was in Taiwan, I’d
22

occasionally see a snake, but I wasn’t particularly interested in them to the exclusion of other wildlife. Taiwan is an area of
unusually fecund biodiversity. In the hills,
I’ve come across flying squirrels, ferret badgers, pangolins, giant moths, glass lizards,
rhinoceros beetles, barking deer, and Swinhoe’s pheasants.”
One day, Murphy was walking his dog,
Ulysses, on Tiger Head Mountain in Taoyuan, the city where he has lived for most of
the past quarter century. “I came across
a large snake eating a toad. I had a video
camera with me and recorded the incident,”
recalls Murphy. He posted the video on the
discussion website forumosa.com, where

it caught the attention of Hans Breuer, a
German then living near Sanzhi in New
Taipei City.
“Hans asked me if I wanted to go out
‘herping’ with him some time. I’d never
even heard the term before! He explained
what it meant, and soon enough I joined
him for a hike on a local hill, and then
later we went road-cruising at night,” says
Murphy. “A whole new world opened up
for me!”
Unlike Murphy, Breuer was fascinated
by snakes as a youngster. But, readily
admitting to being the type of person who
has “obsessions, not hobbies,” he says that
his interest fell by the wayside when he discovered blues guitar at the age of 15.
The businessman, who first arrived in
Taiwan in 1989, traces his adult mania for
snakes to a revelatory experience a decade
ago. “From 2000, I got into carnivorous
pitcher plants. At one point, I had about
300 of them in my greenhouse. Then, in
2007, I went to Kuching [in Sarawak,
Malaysia] to attend a pitcher-plant conference. While there, we went out to the jungle to see the plants in a natural setting.”
Breuer had never before seen pitcher
plants in their natural habitat. “Seeing
something in the wild, rather than a zoo
or a greenhouse, is massively different,”
he says. He got rid of his pitcher-plant collection and took up nature photography.
Soon afterward, a professional herpetologist belonging to the same photography
club invited Breuer to go out and look for
snakes. His enthusiasm for serpents was
immediately rekindled, and between 2007
and 2011, when he relocated to Kuching
on a semi-permanent basis, Breuer went
out herping up to five nights each week,
often with his sons. (The oldest was aged
eight in 2007.)
The best months for herping are May
to late October, and not just because the
temperatures are higher. Rain brings out
insects, insects bring out frogs, and frogs
bring out snakes. According to Breuer,
damp ditches are especially good places to
search for snakes.
Inside Yangmingshan National Park,
Breuer was once confronted by a park
ranger. “I managed to convince him I
wasn’t catching snakes so I could sell them
to collectors in Europe,” he remembers.
On several occasions, he came across
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Taiwanese people catching snakes for
profit. Breuer points out that when such
people are asked about the size of snakes
they have seen, the answer usually comes
in terms of girth, not length, “because they
see the snakes as food.”
The reaction of Taiwanese hikers to
snakes sometimes dismays Breuer. “I
remember one family who saw me photographing a snake. The mother screamed,
and the father started looking around for
a stick he could use against the snake. The
teenage boy looked terrified, but his young
sister showed curiosity rather than fear,”
he says. After several such experiences,
and seeing the strongly negative attitudes
toward snakes in rural Sanzhi, he decided
he should try to educate the next generation. By the time many Taiwanese reach
their teens, he says, they have been “brainwashed” into fearing snakes.
Pitching his presentation as a safety
lecture, he reached out to scores of schools
and spoke to about 12,000 students before
leaving for Malaysia. In a 90-minute
program, he explained the role of snakes
in forest ecosystems, then brought out a
couple of non-venomous snakes which the
youngsters were allowed to handle.
“There’s no margin for error with
potentially venomous snakes,” stresses
Breuer. A good rule of thumb, he says, is to
never get within two snake-lengths of the
creature you are trying to photograph, in
case it lunges at you.
He once made a mistake that could
have cost him very dearly. Soon after moving to Malaysia, in Bako National Park he
handled what turned out to be a Malayan
Striped Coral Snake (Calliophis intestinalis), a species his field-guide described as “a
small but deadly species of elapid.”
In the past, Breuer says he was “so fixed
on snakes, I didn’t pay attention to the Formosan gem-faced civets [Paguma larvata
taivana], of which there are lots around
Sanzhi.” His focus on snakes has broadened
into a more general interest in nature. “I’m
even getting into birding!” he jokes.
Aware that English-language information about Taiwanese snakes was lacking,
Murphy and Breuer set up http://snakes
oftaiwan.com. Besides excellent photos
(many by Breuer) and bilingual profiles
of common snake species, the site has an
Amazon link for Breuer’s book, A Cobra

Hijacked My Camera Bag! Snakes and Stories from Taiwan.

Do you bring your dog?
Dog-owners wondering whether they
should take their pets with them on night
rambles may be interested to know that
Murphy finds his canine more of an asset
than a liability. “He’s curious, and often
sees or smells a snake before I do. Also, he
seems to have a natural ability to know a
venomous snake from a non-threatening
one,” says the American. “He sticks his
nose right up against the non-venomous
ones…but as for the vipers and elapids,
he seems to know they’re not to be trifled
with. On one hike, he was staring intently
into the side of the path clearly alert to
some kind of danger. I stared for the
longest time at the side of the path, and
couldn’t figure out what he was looking at.
It turned out to be a cobra.”
That said, Murphy does not usually
take his dog with him when he looks for
snakes at Baling on the North Cross-Island
Highway. “There are simply far too many
venomous snakes along that road. I’ve seen
over a hundred vipers on a single night,
and cobras as well. On a rainy night up
there, you can see them festooned on the
hill like ornaments on a Christmas tree.”
“I love handling snakes, but only nonvenomous species. And I don’t handle them
all that often, and never for any extended
period of time. It’s stressful for the ani-

mals,” says Murphy.
He warns against complacency: “I
know a few people here in Taiwan who
have lost digits. Some local Taiwanese are
very cavalier when it comes to handling
‘hots’ [venomous species]. I’ve seen deadly
snakes handled like worms! Usually the
reason is photography – they’re trying to
‘pose’ the snake.”
Tainan-based Dane Harris often handles
snakes, but still has 10 fingers. He first
arrived in Taiwan in 1999, two weeks
before the 9-21 Earthquake, but did not
begin his nocturnal adventures until 2010.
“I was at a party at a friend’s house,
right on the edge of Kenting National Park.
I got bored, and a friend of mine also got
bored, so we went for a walk on a trail into
the park. Soon enough, we spotted a snake
in a tree. When we moved to get a closer
look at the first snake, we discovered two
more snakes,” says Harris.
The duo had no idea which species they
had stumbled across, “but after that everything became tremendously interesting,”
Harris says. He was hooked, especially after
discovering Breuer and Murphy’s website.
Harris grew up in Florida. “There were
always snakes around, and I was always
very interested in them,” he says. Seeing
any snake in Florida was noteworthy, he
remembers, but when he goes out herping
in the woodlands of Tainan City’s Xinhua
District, “with a decent flashlight, you
might see a dozen individuals of seven different species. And more than half of them

Getting a close-up of a Zhiming Cobra.
PHOTO : HANS BREUER
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would be venomous.”
In Xinhua, the many-banded krait
(Bungarus multicinctus ), often described as
the most venomous snake species outside
Australia, is frequently found near bamboo
roots. But the bamboo viper (Trimeresurus
stejnegeri stejnegeri ) is almost never seen
among bamboo, Harris says.
“There’s so much around Xinhua above
and beyond snakes,” he adds. “Giant red
flying squirrels (Petaurista petaurista ), civets, as well as some really interesting – and
quite horrifying – bugs.”
One of these bugs is a mildly poisonous centipede, the Chinese red head (Scolpendra subspinipes mutilans ). Another is
the Golden orb weaver spider (Nephila
pilipes ), sometimes called the Giant wood
spider. In Chinese it is called the “manfaced spider” (renmian zhizhu , 人面蜘蛛),
but you have to get very close indeed to see
the dark dots that represent the eyes, and
the mouth-shaped semi-circle. Vinegaroons
are quite easy to find, and to some people
rather repulsive. Harris describes the Giant
Malaysian cave centipede (Thereuopoda
clunifera ) as “one of the most horrifyinglooking creatures existing in Taiwan.”
Harris spent a few months living in and
exploring Jiupeng in the far southeast of
Pingtung County. “At night around there,
what I had to worry about weren’t the
snakes or the centipedes, but the water buffalo. In the hills where I used to wander,

PHOTO : HANS BREUER

The Golden Orb Weaver Spider.
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A Red Flying Squirrel (left), and handling a snake (right).

there were groups of wild water buffalo
that didn’t want me around, especially in
calving season,” he says, advising people
who come across one at night to “politely
turn around and walk the other way.”
Harris admits to being especially afraid
of hornets – Asian giant hornets (Vespa
mandarinia ). “If I see just one or two, I’ll
remove myself to a different place to play
with snakes. There’s no defence against
those things.”
“I’ve never been bitten by a snake
which I didn’t let bite me. It’s a lot easier
if you handle a snake with the intention of
allowing it to bite you. Holding it in a way
that prevents it from biting you puts a lot
of stress on the animal. It’s not even going
to hurt very much. It’s less serious than a
cat bite,” says Harris.
Asked what defensive precautions
he takes when he is in the forest, Harris replies: “Your defense is to be really,
really observant. You have to know what’s
around you. That’s really what it comes
down to. Move slowly and keep looking.
When I take people out to the forest, I
tell them the number-one rule is to always
know what you’re about to put your foot
down on. That means I never walk in tall
grass or leaf litter that could hide a snake.”
But he agrees that following this rule is
not always easy, especially when you are
scanning the canopy for squirrels or owls.
“When I bring people to Xinhua, I stress
the ‘look before you step’ principle, and tell
them to be conscious of branches hanging
over the trail,” he adds.

Leading friends through the forest, and
pointing out creatures to them, is a particular pleasure for Harris, who says: “I take
people out of their ordered, urban lives, to
a place where things are disordered, and try
to show them a certain joy in that. It’s joy
that’s not associated with a competition or
a game with rules.”
Residents of north Taiwan keen to join
a guided nighttime ramble can contact
Taiwan Adventure Outings (TAO) through
Facebook or http://taoutings.com. During
the warmer months, TAO organizes expeditions in Taipei or New Taipei most weekends. These are free, but limited to eight
people each time. Apart from good shoes,
the only equipment needed is a decent
flashlight, ideally a hiker’s headlamp.
For Harris, herping brings both serenity
and excitement. “In Kenting, getting views
of jungle-covered mountains, and being
cognizant of being the only human for
some miles around, to me feels… graceful,
in the very old religious sense of the word,”
he says. “But there’s also an adrenalin side
to it when I decide I’m going to handle a
venomous animal, especially a species I
haven’t handled before.”
By handling snakes, Harris gets to see
them close-up. But he does not pretend to
be making a contribution to science, and
does not keep a detailed log of sightings.
He struggles to articulate the appeal of such
experiences: “It takes you that much closer
to the… eternal? There’s a certain moment,
when you’re doing something like that, at
which you feel almost transparent.”
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are taiwan s hoteliers buil in
castles in the air
Despite declining visitor numbers, hotel companies are pushing on
with expansion plans.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY MATTHEW FULCO

T

akehiro Masutomo and his family enjoyed their Taiwan sojourn.
A Tokyo-based freelance writer,
Masutomo has covered cross-Strait relations over the years and traveled to Taiwan
previously for both business and leisure.
He brought his parents to Taipei for a long
weekend in March. “Taiwan is fairly close
to Japan and relatively safe, and I wanted
to bring my parents somewhere they’d
never been,” Masutomo says.
During the trip, Masutomo noted a
thinning out in the throngs of mainland
Chinese tourists that have become synonymous with Taiwan’s biggest tourist
attractions. “I didn’t see the mainland tour
groups like I used to see,” he says. “It was
especially noticeable near Taipei 101.”
That was no coincidence. Amid political tensions, Chinese visitor numbers fell
18% to 2.73 million last year, and 50% on
an annual basis in the first four months of
2017. It is true that Taiwan still managed
to set a new record for tourist arrivals last
year with 10.7 million, up 2.4% over 2015.
But that increase occurred largely because
Chinese visitor numbers did not start to
plunge until after President Tsai Ing-wen’s
inauguration in May 2016.
Currently, travel agencies in China are
no longer actively promoting travel to Taiwan. As cross-Strait relations remain icy,
there’s no telling how far Chinese arrival
numbers could fall.
That development is squeezing the
hospitality market. Occupancy rates at the
Sherwood Taipei are down compared to
a year earlier, observes the hotel’s general
manager, Achim van Haake. “Certainly the
26
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At the bar at W Hotel.

industry is feeling pressure from the decline
in Chinese tourists,” he says. But for the
most part, arrivals from other markets
remain stable or are increasing, he adds.
In southern and eastern Taiwan, where
many hotels depend heavily on Chinese
tour groups, the situation is worse. Occupancy in Kaohsiung tourist hotels fell
from 70% in 2015 to 61% in the JanuaryMarch period this year, according to property consultancy CBRE. In Hualien, occupancy plunged from 63% in 2015 to 43%
in the first quarter.
In the Taiwan hotel market, “China
is the largest slice in the pie, so even
though visitors from other Asian countries are increasing, it’s not sufficient to
offset the decrease in Chinese visitors,”
says Harvey Thompson, general manager
of the W Taipei.
In the January to March period, arrivals from South Korea, Malaysia, and
Singapore all increased by double digits.
Yet total visitors to Taiwan still fell 9.99%
year-on-year to 2.53 million, according to
the Tourism Bureau.
If that trend continues, Taiwan may see
negative growth in the tourism sector for
the first time since 2003, says Ping Lee,
CBRE’s Taiwan research director. Tourism
cratered that year due to the severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) crisis, which
claimed 84 lives here.
Still, many hoteliers remain undeterred
by the recent reduction in visitor arriv-

als. The Cosmos Hotel & Resorts Group,
which operates six hotels in Taiwan, this
year plans to launch a new Cosmos Creation (its boutique brand) outlet in Taipei
and a luxury resort hotel in Hualien, and to
expand villa facilities at its Yaward Resort
in Taoyuan. Next year, Cosmos will open a
Cosmos Creation property in Taichung.
Union House Lukang, a new hotel
operator based in Changhua County, will
launch four premium properties over the
next five years in central Taiwan. The company’s executives are betting that the local
government’s plans to develop Lukang
Township into a national historic and scenic area will spur an increase in demand
for luxury accommodations.
That may be the case, as Changhua
County currently has very limited hotel
options. But in the crowded Taipei market,
some of the firms jumping into the fray
have no previous experience in the hospitality sector. For instance, the YC Group
– a manufacturer of adhesive tape, plastic
film and petrochemicals – has opened three
hotels in Taipei over the past few years,
and plans to launch another in the Xinzhuang district of New Taipei City.
Elsewhere, holders of prime real estate
are seeking to partner with hotel operators.
Last November, Taiwan’s national postal
service, Chunghwa Post, announced it
would work with the Regent Taipei to convert its building on XinYi and DaAn Road
into a luxury hotel. The project, slated for

completion by 2022, will include an NT$2
billion (US$62.5 million) investment from
Chunghwa Post.
For that project, “the location is excellent and Regent is a very experienced operator,” observes CBRE's Lee. But property
developers entering the hospitality market
assuming it will pay off quickly could be
in for a surprise. “Running a hotel is completely different from being a builder of
residential housing,” she says.
“It amazes me that they keep building
new hotels,” says Mark Stocker, managing
director of branding consultancy DDG,
which has worked with many hospitality
sector clients during Taiwan’s hotel boom.
Given the potential for oversupply, he
notes, “we have continued to stay clear of
hotel projects with the exception of one
we have decided to do because the company is one of Taiwan’s largest hospitality
companies.”

Bucking the trend
Even as competition intensifies, some
hoteliers say business remains brisk. For
instance, fewer Chinese arrivals have had
little effect on the Ambassador Taipei,
one of Taiwan’s longest-established fivestar hotels, says Steven Huang, senior
manager of the hotel’s integrated marketing department. “We focus on the
Japanese market,” he says. “We have
for decades.” A total of 65-70% of the
taiwan business topics • july 2017
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hotel’s guests come from Japan.
That strategy has allowed the Ambassador to maintain healthy occupancy rates
over the long term. “We didn’t see a surge
in business after 2008 [the beginning of the
Chinese tourism boom] but we’re not suffering now as Chinese arrivals are decreasing,” he observes.
The Ambassador’s owners see its niche
with the Japanese market as a driver of
steady growth in the future, Huang says.
The hotel has a sales office in Japan, cooperates with Japan’s largest travel agencies,
and hosts business delegations from top
Japanese companies like Sony, Mitsubishi,
and Toyota. The hotel even hosts a birthday celebration for the Japanese emperor
every December.
“The Japanese are very loyal. They
emphasize long-term relationships,” Huang
says. “It matches our business philosophy
well.”
The Ambassador’s sub-brand amba,
established in 2012, is also thriving, says
Dino Chiang, general manager of the amba
Taipei Songshan. “We are quirky, hightech, and sustainable,” he says. “It's a

distinct positioning that’s popular with the
younger generation of guests.”
The ambience certainly feels different
from the typical Taiwan hotel. Local artists
have created functional installations as part
of its decor, such as large paper lanterns
that hang from the lobby ceiling. There is
no Chinese restaurant, nor does the hotel
have bellhops. Guests have access to laundry facilities so they can wash their own
clothes. Rooms have a generous number
of outlets for the various electronic devices
guests now tend to carry, as well as reusable flip flops which guests can take home.
Most unusually, an important event from
the year corresponding to the room number is written below the number. For the
year 2008, it’s the election of former U.S.
President Barack Obama.
Amba’s largest market is Hong Kong,
which accounts for 30-35% of its guests.
Other important markets are Singapore,
the domestic Taiwan market, and North
America. In contrast, mainland China
accounts for less than 10% of amba's
guests. “Our business isn’t influenced much
by fewer Chinese tourists,” Chiang says.
For hotels in the Gloria group, falling
Chinese tourist numbers and the looming
supply glut have not noticeably impacted
the occupancy rate, says John Chen, the
group’s vice chairman and chief execu-

tive officer. Gloria’s five hotel properties
include the Gloria Prince, Gloria Residence, Hotel Quote, and Hotel Proverbs in
Taipei, and the Gloria Manor in Kenting.
Occupancy is roughly 70% in the four Taipei properties and 65% in Kenting.
“The supply glut is hitting us – and
everyone in the industry, even if they
don’t admit it – on pricing,” Chen says,
adding that rates are down 15-25% from
a year ago.
Interestingly, the number of guests
among Chinese free independent travelers (FIT) is rising at the Hotel Proverbs, a
luxury boutique property tucked in a quiet
lane near the intersection of ZhongXiao
and DaAn Roads in Taipei. With room
rates beginning from roughly NT$8,000,
the hotel caters to the premium market.
“We have Chinese guests call to make a
reservation, and they ask for our most
expensive room,” Chen says.

Destination Taiwan?
To ensure that its hospitality market
remains vibrant over the long term, Taiwan must ultimately become a destination
for business travelers, industry observers
say. “It's nice that we’ve had more people
coming to Taiwan since 2008, but they’ve
almost all been leisure travelers,” Chen of

The Ambassador Hotel.
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the Gloria Group says. “The problem is
that leisure guests don’t have the spending
power of business travelers.”
Even though many enterprises trimmed
travel expenses in the wake of the 20082009 global financial crisis, business travelers today still far outspend leisure guests
on average. Guests traveling for business
are more likely to use the hotel’s food and
beverage outlets, such as for client meetings
or presentations. In contrast, a leisure guest
“might just go buy a drink from the convenience store across the street,” Chen says.
To be sure, falling business arrivals in
Taiwan are part of a broader economic
malaise that has steadily accelerated since
the turn of the century. Given the sluggish growth, businesspeople mainly come
in large numbers for the occasional major
trade show – like Computex. Changing
that dynamic will require an industrial
transformation that for now seems elusive.
During the Ma Ying-jeou administration, warming cross-Strait ties suggested
that business travel from China might
surge. After all, in the headiest of those
days, Taiwan’s China bulls talked of a
common cross-Strait market. A bill that
would have liberalized Chinese investment
in Taiwan’s services sector nearly made it
through the Legislative Yuan.
What a difference a few years make.
Still, hoteliers say Taiwan could boost business arrivals if it were able to strengthen
its offerings in the meetings, incentives,
conferences and exhibitions (MICE) segment – incentives in particular. From the
standpoint of incentive travel, the island is
scenic, safe, and compact (and thus convenient for a short visit). It is also affordable
compared to cities like Hong Kong, Singapore, and Seoul.
Taiwan is also rich in culture, offering
lots of possibilities for meeting planners,
who tend to look for destinations with
good entertainment options. As part of
a MICE Taipei program, the W Hotel’s
Thompson suggests offering a private tour
of the National Palace Museum, which has
one of the world’s best collections of Chinese art. “That has the potential to be very
interesting, and it’s something you can only
do here,” he says.
Yet compared to its erstwhile Asian
Tiger peers, Taiwan is a MICE laggard. In
the International Congress and Convention

Oasis Hotel Penghu.

Association’s (ICCA) latest rankings, Singapore is the No. 1 market for international association meetings in Asia, followed
by Seoul and Hong Kong. Taipei is in sixth
place, behind both Bangkok and Beijing.
Why hasn’t Taiwan become more of a
MICE hub? “Taiwan needs to be marketed
more effectively to meeting planners,” says
Thompson. “There needs to be a clear message about the benefits Taiwan offers to
MICE travelers.”
Unfortunately, Meet Taiwan, the main
website promoting Taiwan as a MICE
destination, does not clearly communicate
the island’s strengths. The “Why Taiwan”
section of the site resembles an encyclopedia entry, with detailed information about
climate and topography at the top of the
page. Campy photos of what appear to be
young leisure travelers appear alongside
transportation information. Nowhere on
the site is there a concise summary of the
advantages Taiwan offers MICE travelers.
In contrast, the “Why Singapore”
section of the city-state’s official MICE
promotion site offers 10 reasons to pick
Singapore for MICE events. The top reason is a convincing one: Singapore is the
world’s easiest place to do business. More
reasons to choose Singapore include world-

class venues, links by air to more than 300
cities, excellent public transport, and ample
opportunity to mix business and leisure.
Alongside more effective promotion,
Taiwan should endeavor to hold events
that drive more international recognition,
like global sporting events, Thompson says.
He notes that Taiwan has had some success in this area. In 2009, Kaohsiung held
the World Games, which feature sports
not contested in the Olympics. This year,
Taiwan has held the Women’s Tennis Open
and the Tower Running Challenge at Taipei
101 (participants run up the stairs of the
world’s tallest buildings), and next month
will host the 2017 Universiade, the largest international sporting event after the
Olympics.
Meanwhile, the supply glut of new
hotels is not set to ease. By 2020, there
will be 1,000 new rooms added in Taipei, Kaohsiung, and Taitung respectively,
observes CBRE’s Lee. A large number of
new hotels will also be built in Yilan and
Taichung.
Given current market conditions, adding new supply looks like a risky bet. “This
is really quite a few new rooms,” Lee says.
“I don't know how the hotels are going to
fill them.”
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Ever Rich – a Culture of
Sincere Service

G

lobal tensions are rising and
international travel is becoming increasingly stressful, with
long lines and grim airport personnel now the norm. Not so at Taiwan
Taoyuan International Airport, though,
which stands out as an oasis of smiling staff willing to make the extra effort
to ensure that travelers receive the most
welcoming of visits.
Acclaimed duty-free retailer Ever
Rich provides many of the personnel
at the Taiwan Taoyuan International
Airport, and the company’s motto of
“Service from the Heart” can be clearly
seen in the quality of service. Staff wearing pink berets and warm smiles greet
visitors, offering help and information
to weary and stressed-out passengers.
The company has won several
awards in recognition of this commitment to sincerely helping others.

30

This year, UK-based consultancy
firm Skytrax awarded Taiwan Taoyuan
International Airport the title of the
“World’s Best Airport Staff” in the
2017 World Airport Awards. This is
the second time that the airport has
garnered this award, having been
crowned with the same title in 2015.
Ever Rich has been the airport’s duty-

free shopping provider for nearly 20
years, devoting itself to providing
passengers with an exquisite shopping
experience by offering not only a vast
array of duty free goods, but also 2,000
dedicated personnel who provide genuine and warm service. Some 300 staff
are employed strictly in information
and traveler service rather than sales,
working in 360-degree customer service
counters so that travelers from all directions may be easily assisted. The ratio
of Ever Rich service staff to passengers at Taoyuan International Airport
is double that of its nearest competitor,
Hong Kong Airport.
In addition, last year the firm was
recognized as the “Airport Retailer of
the Year: Top-achieving Single Location” by London-based Frontier
Magazine, beating out other shortlisted contenders such as DFS India,
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Dubai Duty Free, Lagardere Travel
Retail, and Qatar Duty Free in the
Frontier Awards 2016.
The award recognized Ever Rich’s
outstanding performance in innovation
and originality, business performance
and goal attainment, overall satisfaction among travelers, and boosting
service standards for peers, among other
factors. Frontier Magazine noted that
Ever Rich’s customer-centric management of its duty-free shops went way
beyond travelers’ expectations, and
cited the amount of space and number
of personnel dedicated exclusively
for non-profit purposes, including
baby-nursery rooms, cultural and art
corridors, and other customer-oriented
facilities. In one case, an elderly woman
lost her glasses and was unable to find
a new pair before her plane departed.
She was so upset that the Ever Rich
staff behind the service counter actually
gave the elderly woman her own pair of
glasses to ensure that the woman had a
good flight.
Ever Rich nurtures a culture of
service, and employees take this
commitment to service into their
personal lives, as evidenced by the
number of employees who regularly
offer their time and effort volunteering
in their communities. Ever Rich personnel engaged in nearly 500 community
efforts last year, and these efforts have
continued into 2017. For example,
Ever Rich employees cleaned beaches
around Taiwan for Earth Day this past

April 22, including Penghu Longmen
Harbor by Ever Rich Penghu employees, as well as in Hsu-tsuo harbor
wetlands by Ever Rich Taoyuan International Airport employees, and
Sha-chu Bay in New Taipei City by
Ever Rich headquarter staff.
The company also organizes trips
to nursing homes and homes for the
mentally challenged to enable Ever
Rich employees to bring their warmth
and caring to the residents. Ever Rich’s
in-house magazine, B Paper, regularly
reports on the selflessness of its employees, creative ideas that staff have come
up with, the charity work engaged in by
different departments, and important
events within the company.

This commitment to society extends
beyond volunteering. The company has
made considerable donations of money,
facilities, and equipment to noteworthy
causes. For example, in 2017 Ever Rich
donated a bus to an area hospital to
enable patients to have better access, as
well to provide daily life necessities to
300 solitary elderly people in Taoyuan
City, and three buses to the Taoyuan
City Department of Social Welfare to
help the needy access social services.
Ever Rich’s commitment to service
and aid has even had life-saving consequences. The company donated more
than 20 Automated External Defibrillators (AED) that have been installed
in Terminals 1 and 2 at the Taiwan
Taoyuan International Airport, and
ensured that its staff were trained
in their use. The AED and the training had direct consequences for one
42-year-old man traveling through the
airport a few years ago. The passenger suffered a sudden heart attack in
the airport, but was effectively saved by
Ever Rich service staff, who not only
used the AED but provided mouthto-mouth resuscitation and CPR until
emergency medical personnel were able
to arrive.
Going above and beyond – even to
the extent of saving lives – is the Ever
Rich way. Although Ever Rich has
garnered accolades for its commitment
to service, improving society and helping humanity is its passion and is shared
by all staff.
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e plorin taiwan by bus
An introduction to routes to almost all parts of the island.

BY STEVEN CROOK

T

aiwan has more than 41,400 kilometers of freeways, expressways,
highways, and urban and local
roads. Despite the popularity of cars (ownership reached 322 vehicles per 1,000
people in 2014) and especially motorcycles
(676 per 1,000 residents), much of Taiwan
is served by regular public buses. For visitors and expatriates who find local driving
styles unnerving, or who lack confidence
when it comes to navigation, the bus network offers dozens of interesting options.
On commuter routes in Greater Taipei, buses do get crowded. Elsewhere, the
chances you can snag a window seat to
better enjoy the views are usually excellent. Each year, more and more buses display their destination in English as well as
Chinese. All buses are air-conditioned; the
32
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prohibition on eating and drinking while
aboard city buses in Taipei, Kaohsiung,
and some other places does not apply on
long-distance services. However, on some
routes – notably the 6506 and 6739 – the
vehicles are too small to have onboard
restrooms. The 6506 also has the most
expensive fare of the routes described in
this article – NT$564 if you stay on from
beginning to end.
It is possible to travel by bus from
within 700 meters of Fugui Cape, Taiwan's
northernmost point, to 1 kilometer or so
from the monument that marks the island’s
southernmost point, near Eluanbi Lighthouse in Kenting National Park. With a bit
of luck, the trip can be done in under nine
hours with just three transfers.
North-south travel is a cinch, but those

who hope to take a bus between Taiwan’s
western plains and the east coast have very
few options. On the western side of the
Northern Cross-Island Highway (Highway
7), buses only go as far as Lower Baling.
Each day, there are three services from
Daxi, one from Taoyuan, and one from
Zhongli. On the eastern side, Yilan-Lishan
buses (two services per day in either direction) stop at Baitao Bridge, the intersection of Highway 7 and Highway 7甲. The
distance between Baling and Baitao Bridge
is just over 39 kilometers, so walking from
one to the other is hardly feasible, even
though the scenery is excellent.
Until 1999’s 9-21 earthquake, buses
plied the length of the Central Cross-Island
Highway, from downtown Taichung to
Lishan and through Taroko Gorge, termi-
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nating in Hualien City. The road has since
been reopened – but only to private vehicles driven by residents of Lishan, and they
are allowed to use it only at certain times
each day.
Before Typhoon Morakot wrecked the
road in the summer of 2009, a daily bus
carried hikers from Tainan to Tianchi on
the Southern Cross-Island Highway. From
there, some walked or hitchhiked the 25
kilometers to the aboriginal community of
Lidao, where they either stayed the night or
boarded a bus to Taitung City.
Despite these natural disasters, visitors
who have no interest in driving a rental car
or hiring a car and driver can still enjoy
Taiwan’s glorious alpine scenery. Parts of
Yangmingshan, Shei-Pa, Taroko, and Yushan national parks can be reached by bus,
as can Taiwan’s most famous high-altitude
resort, Alishan.
Several buses serve Yangmingshan, but
there is one route which this writer has
recommended again and again over the
years – the 1717 to Jinshan on the northern
coast. It can be boarded at Taipei Main
Station, Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Jiantan
MRT Station, and several other points,
and there are 14 services per day, the first
departing at 6 a.m.
Beyond the Chinese Culture University,
the 1717 stops at Zhuzihu, the venue of
the springtime Calla Lily Festival. From the
bus stop, it is less than 150 meters to the
Ponlai Rice Field Story House (竹子湖蓬萊
米原種田故事館), an important location in
Taiwan’s food history. This is where, after
years of effort, scientists working for the
Japanese colonial authorities finally succeeded in creating strains of japonica rice
(penglai mi, often spelled Ponlai) which
both thrived in Taiwan’s climate and satisfied Japanese consumers. Ponlai still dominates Taiwan’s rice output, and is one of
the ingredients in Taiwan Beer.
Many sightseers get off for a stop at
Xiaoyoukeng, where a steam-belching
fumarole looking somewhat like a sinkhole
comes into view, as do boulders bearing
strange yellow-green stains. Long before
Han people began settling in the Taipei
area, the sulfur bubbling to the surface here
was collected by local aborigines for sale to
seafaring Chinese merchants.
This bus can also be used to reach Tien
Lai Spa and Resort, Calla Young Garden

Resort, and some other places to soak and
stay. If you remain aboard until Jinshan
itself, and have never before explored the
town, at a minimum stroll along Jinbaoli
Old Street. Vendors set up tables outside
picturesque prewar houses, and sell a range
of traditional comestibles.
Jinshan has its own hot springs, and
perhaps the most characterful establishment is Governor-General’s Hot Spring.
Built in 1939 at the behest of the Japanese
colonial authorities, for much of the postwar period it served as an army outpost.
There are indoor and outdoor pools as well
as private rooms.
Rather than return to Taipei the same
way, consider boarding bus 862 or 863
to Tamsui. This can take as long as an
hour and a half, depending on traffic, but
the journey brings you past little fishing
harbors and rugged scenery reminiscent
of Ireland’s west coast. To get home more
quickly, take 862 to Keelung, then a train.
If you are more interested in the northeast than the northwest, the Golden Fulong
Taiwan Tourist Shuttle offers exceptional
value for money, a one-day unlimited travel
pass costing just NT$50. For a timetable
and other information, see www.goldfulong.com.tw. Details of Taiwan Tourist
Shuttle routes in other parts of the country,
including the outlying islands, can be found
at http://en.taiwantrip.com.tw.

The most accessible part of Shei-Pa
National Park is Wuling Farm, known to
outdoor types as the launchpad for hikes
up Snow Mountain, Taiwan’s secondhighest peak, and along the multi-day highaltitude trail dubbed “the Holy Ridge.”
Even though it takes almost three hours to
reach Wuling from Yilan on bus 1751 (two
departures per day), many travelers feel the
valley’s arboreal splendor makes the journey more than worthwhile. The apple, pear,
and peach orchards have been scaled back
for environmental reasons, but the red and
green maples, Chinese cork oaks, sweetgums, Formosan alders, and walnut trees
are as gorgeous as ever.
Bus 1751 continues on to Lishan. This
fruit-growing area, once a popular stop
for those driving the length of the Central
Cross-Island Highway, has felt somewhat
stranded ever since the highway’s Lishan–
Guguan section was closed to most traffic.
But as far as bus fanatics are concerned,
the 9-21 Earthquake was a cloud with a
silver lining, as the authorities were forced
to establish an alternative bus route utilizing the highest stretch of public road on
the island. Near Hehuanshan, Highway 14
甲 crests at 3,275 meters above sea level,
and once a day bus 6506 ascends from the
south, then turns left at Dayuling and follows Highway 8 to Lishan.
Service 6506 sets out from Fengyuan
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Taroko Eternal Spring Shrine
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in Greater Taichung at 9:10 a.m. It follows Highway 8 through Dongshi, then
Highway 21 before stopping for a bathroom break at Puli at around 10:30 a.m.
Because Puli is so well served by buses
from the Taichung High Speed Rail Station and Sun Moon Lake, quite a few
tourists board here, but not all stay on as
far as Lishan. Some go no further than
Qingjing Farm, after which the road enters
Taroko National Park. A few disembark
at Dayuling (which some claim has the
highest tea farms in the entire world) and
take in the mountain air for around three
hours before flagging down bus 1141. This
service departs Lishan at 3 p.m., gets to
Dayuling nearly an hour later, and then
proceeds through Taroko Gorge and into
Hualien City. Unfortunately for those
eager to see the scenery, it is almost 6 p.m.
– and usually getting gloomy – when the
bus reaches the most spectacular section
of the gorge. Overnighting in Tianxiang is
always a good idea.

Yushan National Park
Since the demise of the Southern
Cross-Island Highway, the only part of
Yushan National Park reachable by public
bus is Tataka, which is also where hikers
hoping to conquer Taiwan’s tallest mountain enter the restricted-permit zone. Service 6739 links Alishan and Sun Moon via
Tataka. From Alishan to Tataka, the highway is numbered 18; from Tataka to the
lake it is 21; an alternative official name
is the New Central Cross-Island Highway.
While this road – much of which is over
34
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2,000 meters above sea level – does not
actually cross the island, the vistas are
magnificent. Keep your eyes open for Formosan macaques dawdling by the roadside. If conditions are misty, you may well
see a rare endemic Mikado pheasant on or
right beside the tarmac.
Since April 10 this year, travelers hoping to ride the 6739 have been required to
book their seats in advance. Those planning
to get on the bus that leaves Sun Moon
Lake at 8 a.m. are required to make reservations the previous day. Those hoping to
get on the 9 a.m. bus must do so at least 30
minutes before departure. (Bookings can
be made up to 30 days in advance.) The
30-minute rule also applies to both services
in the opposite direction; these leave Alishan at 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. Bookings can be
made online, but to find the form you will
need someone who reads Chinese; foreign
tourists may find it simpler to book in person through the visitor information centers
in Sun Moon Lake or Alishan.
This service has been suspended more
than once following typhoon damage to the
road. Before building an itinerary around
this route, you’d better double-check by
calling the tourist information line at 0800011-765 (toll-free within Taiwan).
East Taiwan’s rail line follows an inland
route, and each day only two buses leave
Hualien City and go all the way to Taitung
City, a journey that takes a bit over four
hours. However, enjoying the highlights of
Highway 11 by bus is quite feasible, as several daily services go as far south as Jingpu
or Chenggong.
The service to Jingpu is bus 1140, with

eight departures a day for the two-hour
trip. Jingpu is within walking distance of
Changhongqiao, the landmark “long red
bridge” across the Xiuguluan River. At the
visitor information center here, you can
read up on local history and ecology.
Tourists making the three-hour trip
to Chenggong on bus 1145 from Hualien
(nine departures daily, all of which stop
at Jingpu) or the 8105 from Jingpu (four
departures each day) may want to get off
just before the terminal stop so they can
tour the photogenic rock formations at
Sanxiantai. This bus also stops at Baxian
Caves, a prehistoric site of considerable
interest. Humans may have inhabited
these caves as long as 25,000 years ago,
according to archaeological evidence such
as stone tools, animal and fish bones, and
rubbing sticks used to start fires. Central
Chenggong is one of the best places on
Highway 11 to seek lunch, and southward
services include the 8120 to Taitung City
and the 8125 to Donghe.
For travelers intimidated by Chineselanguage bus schedules and monolingual
station staff, the government-backed Taiwan Tour Bus system has several attractive
options. More than 100 different excursions are available, and for each one the
price (typically NT$1,500 per person; most
tours last a whole day) includes not only
transportation and the services of an English- or Japanese-speaking guide, but also
admission charges, insurance, and lunch.
Full details, including where buses can be
boarded and how reservations (which are
essential) can be made, are to be found at
www.taiwantourbus.com.tw.
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HOPE SPRINGS
eternal for
wellness in ustry
Taiwan possesses numerous natural advantages
when it comes to providing hot-spring resorts,
spas, and medical tourism.

BY JULES QUARTLY
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T

he big positive to living in a land of
volcanoes and earthquakes is the
plentiful hot springs they produce.
In recent years the springs have become a
big draw for tourists to Taiwan. After all,
what could be better than a relaxing soak,
spa, or treatment at a wellness retreat,
where mental and physical stresses are literally washed away?
Until a few decades ago, Taiwan’s hotspring resorts were mostly somewhat
shabby and catered almost exclusively to
local customers. But steady upgrades have
brought them from being one of the country’s best-kept secrets to a prominent place
on lists of the world’s top hot-spring destinations. The influential media travel brand
Matador Network recently chimed in with
its assessment of the country’s offerings:
“Influenced by nearby Japan, and now
some would say they are even surpassing
their northern neighbor in quality and variety of baths.”
The Taiwan Tourism Bureau has taken
to calling Taiwan a “Hot Spring Kingdom,” and it has compelling reasons for
doing so. The island balances on the fault
lines where the major Euro-Asian and
Philippine continental plates meet. The
resultant geothermal activity has resulted in
at least 128 hot springs, cold springs, and
seabed springs. They produce six varieties
of spring water – sodium carbonate, ferrous, sodium hydrogen, sulfur, salt, and
hydrogen sulfide – as well as some springs
that are mainly mud.
Springs are found all over Taiwan proper (except for Changhua and Yunlin counties) and on some outlying islands too. In
recent decades the population’s increased
recreational time and disposable income
have spurred a burgeoning hot-springbased domestic leisure industry that has
included the development of a wide variety
of vacation spots, children’s fun parks, and
hospital hydrotherapy centers.
When the cold weather starts to creep
in around October, hot spring festivals are
held in many locations, and families will
spend a day or a weekend at their favorite
resort. A healthful hot-spring cuisine has
even emerged, based on fish and fresh vegetables grown nearby. In its publicity materials aimed at international travelers, the
Bureau now places considerable emphasis
on hot springs as a key component of Tai-
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wan’s culture.
In the private sector, the hospitality
industry has also been developing offerings
aimed at combining tourism with healthfulness. Planners in the MICE (meetings,
incentives, conferences and exhibitions)
segment of the market, for example, have
come to regard the inclusion of a hotsprings visit as an excellent way to incentivize a business trip or to make an event
more memorable. “Hot springs never fail
when planning events,” says Kitty Wong,
president of both K&A international
and the World PCO Alliance. “We often
take clients to Beitou hot springs and the
museum, sit on tatami mats, and eat dinner.
It’s difficult to find an experience like this
outside of Japan, but of course it’s much
cheaper here.”
She adds that the carbonated cold
spring in Yilan County’s Suao – it’s just
like bathing in Perrier — is one of just two
in the world (the other is in Venice), while
the rare hot-mud springs in Tainan’s Guanziling are rich in minerals and chemicals
that can be found elsewhere only in Italy
and Japan. “We have the highest density of
springs in the world, an embarrassment of
riches,” says Wong.
Jiaoxi in Yilan County is a personal
favorite of mine. While some complain of
over commercialization, there are plenty
of solid options to explore, such as the
swimming pool and hot springs at Senlin
Fenglu (森林風呂), also known as the “Forest Bath,” in the Jiaoxi Hot Springs Park
complex, and the Japanese-style Smoking
Rock Resort in the center of town. Wulai
in New Taipei City gets decent reviews and
is upgrading, though it recently got rid of
the free public-spring area on the riverside.
Green Island off the eastern coast has an
exceptionally scenic hot spring, while Miaoli County has the internationally recognized
King’s Resort and Spa. If resorts aren’t your
thing, though, it is fairly easy to find some
totally non-commercial hot springs off the
beaten track in more natural settings.
During their 1895-1945 occupation of
Taiwan, the Japanese were the first to point
out to locals that these bothersome leaks
of superheated water from the center of the
Earth were in fact a treasure, not a curse.
Previously, for instance, the Atayal indigenous tribe described the hot water rising
out of the banks of the Nanshih River as
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“poisonous” (ulai) – which is how the hot
spring resort of Wulai got its name.
The Taipei district of Beitou was
named after a witch from the indigenous
Ketagalan tribe who was said to live in the
steamy bowels of Thermal Valley. Again,
the hot springs were thought to be toxic
and of no use. The only commercial activity in the pre-Japanese period was the mining of sulfur by the Dutch and Spanish.
This all changed with the Japanese takeover. Just one year after their arrival, the
country’s first hot-spring hotel was opened.
Soon after, dozens of tea houses and
hotels sprouted up and the area became
not only a place to soothe away aches and
pains, but was also famed for its nakasi
singers, geishas and having a good time
generally. It became a red-light area under

the Japanese military during World War II
– a tradition maintained by American soldiers when they arrived.
But after the Japanese left the island
and the Kuomintang marched in, the popularity of hot springs faded somewhat. In
fact, it wasn’t until 1994 that members of
a school outing discovered the deserted
Beitou Public Bathhouse. Built in 1913,
it was at the time East Asia’s biggest and
most lavish hot-spring resort. Following a
petition for its conservation, the city government restored the building and it was
reopened as the Beitou Hot Springs Museum in 1998.
It’s now a place of pilgrimage for hotspring enthusiasts and really gives a flavor of how things used to be in Beitou’s
“golden age” when Japan’s crown prince
taiwan business topics • july 2017
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visited to sample the waters. One can easily
imagine the rickshaws dropping off clients
at the outdoor pavilion and customers
drinking tea and playing chess on tatami
mats in the lobby. The central bathing pool
is surrounded by pillars and arched supports, with gorgeous stained-glass windows
shedding a multi-hued light.
With interest rekindled, a “Spa Law”
was passed in 2003 to regulate the industry, which in turn led to establishment of
the Ministry of Education-approved Hot
Spring Industry Institute in 2007. The
objective was to elevate Taiwan’s hotspring, spa, and wellness industry to a level
where it would have true “destination competitiveness.”
As outlined by Lee Cheng-fei and Brian
King from Australia’s Victoria University
in a 2008 paper, Taiwan has all the natural
advantages for developing the hot-springs
tourism sector, including a comfortable
year-round climate and scenic areas. However, these natural resources need to be
managed properly because they are finite.
Government support was also identified as
a key element to developing the industry
while providing health and safety oversight.
The paper also advocated that Taiwan
adopt better management, training, and
marketing for the sector.
By and large, the government and private sector have worked together to implement these proposals, and the results have
been positive. Hot-spring resort facilities
have been improved, while the spa industry
has grown in both quantity and quality.

PHOTO : TWCR

A guest relaxes after her health checkup at TWCR.

Health-related tourism
Another of Taiwan’s big positives is
healthcare, with its comprehensive National Health Insurance system and highquality and inexpensive medical services.
Combining medical care, spas, and hot
springs is the Taipei Wellness Clinic and
Resort (TWCR). Set up in 2014, it offers
medical-tourism packages that combine
a holiday with checkups, medical work,
beauty treatments, and cultural activities. It brings the first-class hospitality of
the Hotel Royal Beitou together with the
healthcare expertise of the Taipei Beitou
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Health Management Hospital. Situated
on the second through fifth floors of the
hotel, TWCR boasts cutting-edge medical
technology, highly qualified doctors, and
a service-centered approach. Headed by
neurologist Tsai Ching-piao, TWCR is a
pilot project supported by Taipei City government. It aims to take advantage of the
medical tourism trend, while staying within government rules that medical resources
should not be in the hands of purely commercial enterprises.
“Taiwan is best for healthcare, and it’s
not just me saying this – it’s CNN, The
Economist, and others,” Tsai states. “We
are the first such organization to be government-backed for medical tourism in this
country. We are the showroom and model.
Trust is the key issue, and we provide it.”
Mark Chen, executive assistant to
the board at TWCR, notes that Tsai was
doctor to the family of former president
Chiang Ching-kuo. “If you can take care
of the president, you can take care of
anyone,” he says. “You are in good hands
with Dr Tsai.”
Following a tour of the facilities, including the MRI and CT scanners, spa treatment rooms, and rehabilitation centers,
Tsai explains that Taiwan’s competiveness
is based not only on the quality of care, but
also price. He suggests that typical treatments cost about half the price in Japan,
one-third that of Western countries like the
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Above left, the "Forest Bath" in Jiaoxi. Above right, TWRC offers medical-grade
checkups, including MRI scanning. Right, royalty from Oman with the head of
TWRC Tsai Ching-piao.

United States and Europe, and a fifth of
some private hospitals in China.
Though TWRC is a pilot program, its
early success indicates that it is likely to
be continued and even replicated, according to Tsai. He notes the potential value to
the country’s economy, because healthcare
and tourism are two of the world’s fastestgrowing industries.
While the medical benefits of balneotherapy, or bathing in mineral springs,
may be open to debate, the list of claimed
remedies is long. The Taipei Hot Springs
Association, for example, recommends hotspring baths for hypertension, diabetes,
chronic skin diseases, and joint pain. Furthermore, hot-spring hydrotherapists swear
to the efficacy of water’s natural buoyancy
to aid muscle recovery. They are also confident that their batteries of equipment, such
as hydro jets and ultra-sonic massages, will
leave patients feeling better, however great
their aches and pains.
While some people go to hot springs
for medical reasons, others just want
some pampering, and this is where spas
go to work. Hot-spring and spa resorts
are sometimes combined, and the move
toward improved facilities is often led by
foreign brands. For example, the Japanese
media group Dafeng took over a property
in Beitou from a local company and refur-

bished it. The renamed Gaia Hotel offers
luxury and prices to match, with rooms
costing up to NT$60,000 plus a night.
Such hotels mainly cater to the affluent
visitor or MICE meeting crowd.
In general, no self-respecting four-star
hotel will forego providing a spa experience (not necessarily including hot springs)
for its guests. The emphasis is on therapeutic treatments and massages, feeling positive and special.
W Hotel’s AWAY Spa, for example, has
established a reputation for being a “wellness destination” that rewards loyal customers, attracts new guests, and broadens
the market for the hotel, says Jade Lin, W’s
assistant PR manager. “It’s buying a service, paying to make ourselves feel better,”
she says. “When we work hard, we feel like
we need a treat, especially the younger generation. People love to be pampered.”
Debbie Chen, the assistant manager
of Away Spa, says the spa environment
of 3D bubble motifs and soothing scents
is designed to put the guest at ease before
they choose treatments that range from
pedicures to facials, massages, and beauty
treatments. Athletes can also benefit from
specialized ministrations.
“This is an age of machines, social
media, and reduced personal connections,”
Chen says. “Our unique selling point is
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contact with another person who offers
a personalized or customized service that
makes them feel special and connected. It’s
not something a machine can do.”
Chen says Taiwan is making good
strides in the wellness market, pointing to
the Tourism Bureau’s promotion of hotspring festivals and the development of
hot-spring and spa destinations. In addition, she says student training courses are
producing qualified personnel that will further enhance the market and make Taiwan
a wellness destination that can compete
with the best in the world.
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have arm will travel
Import players are a hit in Taiwan’s professional
baseball league

BY TIMOTHY FERRY

P

rofessional baseball pitcher Zack
Segovia says that the idea of playing in Taiwan’s Chinese Professional
Baseball League (CPBL) was first introduced to him in 2015.
“I was playing in Mexico, I’d gotten
released from Triple-A, and they said,
“Hey, do you want to go play in Taiwan?”” the right-handed pitcher who did
several stints in Major League Baseball
(MLB) recalls. “And like everyone, my
initial response was, no, I want to play in
Japan or Korea.”
The Korean and Japanese leagues are
ranked highly in global competitiveness,
and offer the most lucrative contracts
40

outside of the MLB, with foreign players
in Japan earning in the millions of US dollars. Yet without offers from either league,
Segovia decided to play in Taiwan after
all. He began his career in Taiwan with the
Uni-President 7-Eleven Lions in 2015, then
returned the following summer to pitch for
the Lamigo Monkeys, where he continues
to play.
Now, having also pitched for Taiwan’s
CPBL All-Star team in its first ever victory
over Japan’s World Baseball Classic team
in an exhibition game this past February,
and with ongoing success in the CPBL,
Segovia is glad he made the choice, citing
fair salaries, high quality of play, opportu-

nities for recognition by other leagues, and
a passionate fan base.
“It’s a tremendous opportunity to
come play here,” he says. “I’m not playing
it (baseball) because I want to be rich or
famous, but I’m playing because I love the
game and all the opportunity here. I’ve been
accepted here in this country and I enjoy it.
And seriously, I am a celebrity here.”
The four teams of the CPBL -- the
Lamigo Monkeys, Uni-President 7-Eleven
Lions, Chinatrust Brothers, and Fubon
Guardians – are each allowed up to three
foreign players on their roster, and the
imports interviewed for this story expressed
great satisfaction with both the league and
Taiwan generally.
“The CPBL brings forth different challenges that make the game here interesting, exciting, and difficult,” wrote Bruce
Billings, a pitcher from San Diego who
has made appearances in the MLB for the
Colorado Rockies, New York Yankees, and
Oakland A’s and now plays for the UniPresident 7-Eleven Lions.
The CPBL was established in 1989 and
though it represents the top-tier of play
in a baseball-mad country, the league has
struggled with game-fixing, mob infiltration, and other scandals, resulting in a loss
of credibility and support from local fans.
The last scandal, in 2009, nearly killed the
league.
Since then the league has revived. Years
of scandal-free play since the 2009 gamefixing scandal have restored faith in the
league, while a focus on the fan experience,
including revamped stadiums, cheerleaders,
stadium shows and many other perks, has
brought more fans into stadiums.
Yet perhaps the biggest factor was the
signing of celebrated MLB slugger Manny
Ramirez in 2013 to the EDA Rhinos.
Ramirez’s brief four months playing for
the EDA Rhinos (since sold and renamed
the Fubon Guardians) gave him a showcase
during his comeback attempt after he had
retired in disgrace in 2011. 49 games, 43
RBIs and eight homeruns later, Ramirez
was out of Taiwan to play for a Triple-A
team in the Texas Rangers farm system. He
never made it back to the MLB, however,
and in 2017 headed to the Japanese Kochi
Fighting Dogs of the independent Shikoku
Island League Plus, which is not affiliated
with the more famous Nippon Professional
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Baseball league.
While Ramirez’s abbreviated season
in Taiwan wasn’t able to restore his own
career, it did restore local fans’ confidence
in a much-maligned league while raising
the profile of the CPBL around the world.
“The Manny Ramirez signing was a
very big deal – that was only four years
removed from a big scandal and he brought
massive star power to the league,” observes
Brandon DuBreuil, founder of CPBL English.com. “We’d never seen anyone of his
super star caliber power before that and we
probably never will again.”
Mike Loree, star pitcher for the Fubon
guardians, has experienced both pre-Manny
and post-Manny CPLB. Drafted by the
Lamigo Monkeys in 2012 out of the independent Atlantic League, and except for a
brief stint in the Korea, the 6’5” right-hander from New Jersey has pitched in the CPBL
ever since. Over these years, he says that the
quality of play has improved considerably.
“From the time I got here (in 2012) to
the time now, the league has changed for the
better,” he says. “More players, better players, more (Taiwanese) guys that have come
back from the States, so the talent level is
definitely higher. There’s a big difference.”
Each of the foreign players has taken a
distinct path to Taiwan, yet all share some
commonalities. Most have some MLB
experience but couldn’t quite maintain
in the league, due to injuries, inadequate
performance, or simply bad luck. Now in
their 30s, many are facing increasing competition in the minor league from younger
players even as they have started families
and face rising financial strains.
Japan and Korea are generally first and
second choice destinations for such athletes,
as those leagues offer huge salaries, but the
competition for very limited slots, three
or four per team, is fierce. Taiwan offers
a third option, and with the continued
ascension of the league, one that will likely
become even more attractive in the future.
They almost invariably fill these slots
with pitchers, not because of a lack of
pitching talent among Taiwanese players,
but in response to Taiwan’s best pitchers
seeking their fortunes abroad.
Around the world, pitchers are in higher
demand than position players for the simple
reason, “You can teach a guy to hit and
catch and run but you can’t teach a guy to

throw 95 miles per hour (mph), so that’s
a big reason,” says Brandon DuBreuil,
founder of website CPBL English and major
commentator on all things CPBL.
Taiwanese pitchers have done well in
Japan and Korea as well as in the minor
leagues in the United States and even the
MLB. Tsao Chin-hui was the first Taiwanese pitcher to play in the MLB in 2003
when he started for the Colorado Rockies,
and Wang Chien-ming was one of MLB’s
best pitchers when he played for the NY
Yankees from 2005 through 2008.
In the absence of its best native born
pitchers, the CPBL is considered a hitter’s league, with scores routinely reaching
double digits. Canadian Scott Richmond,
who pitched in the MLB with the Toronto
Blue Jays and now pitches for the Fubon
Guardians, says that promoting an offensive league is a way to generate excitement
for the fans, but adds that imported foreign
pitchers are helping put a lid on that. “It’s
helping out that they bring the foreigners
over to try and control the hitting -- it’s a
very offensive (game).”
Acceptable salaries are one of the primary attractions for import players to
Taiwan. Professional baseball – like all professional sports -- is a tough way to make a
living. For every multimillion dollar MLB

contract signed, thousands of other players
strive in obscurity and near poverty.
The minimum salary in MLB is
US$500,000 per year, and the average salary US$4.4 million, but unsigned A-Advanced and Double-A minor league players
earn as little as US$1,500 and US$1,700
per month, respectively, and many are
forced to work temporary jobs during the
offseason and even live rent-free with “host
families.” Even experienced Triple-A minor
league players with the greatest likelihood
of getting advanced to the majors earn
little more than US$82,000 per year, barely
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Fubon Guardians ace Mike Loree, top, in the dugout and above, pitching during
a recent game against the Lamigo Monkeys.
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Top left, Fubon Guardian cheerleaders
rouse the crowd. Bottom, Zeke Spruill
of the Lamigo Monkeys winds up.
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a middle class income in many parts of
the United States. Players in independent
leagues earn even less.
“You just don’t make that much money
in the minor leagues; you’re almost paying
to play,” says Loree.
Taiwan offers an average of US$15,000
per month to its foreign players. Factor in
housing and most meals, and foreign players in the CPBL can live quite comfortably.
The CPBL can also be a ticket back
to the big leagues, or at least the bigger
leagues of Japan and Korea, with scouts
monitoring the league and buying the contracts for players, include foreign players,
from Taiwanese teams.
On the other hand, the league is just as
volatile as everywhere else, and players can
be let go easily as well. Chris Seddon, who
42

was interviewed for this story, was let go
by the Fubon Guardians late June.
Richmond is sanguine about the risks of
being traded or let go. “It’s not up to me;
baseball’s never been up to me. I just try to
make the decision hard for them.”
All of the pitchers interviewed for this
story say that they are happy to be playing
in Taiwan, but did note several challenges
that they face both in the lifestyle and the
playing style.
Although teams provide translators for
their imports, communication can still be
an issue. “There are unwritten rules for
respect between peers and staff and lines
that shouldn't be crossed,” observed Billings in an email. “Messages can be lost in
translation if spoken with the wrong tone
of voice or at the wrong time.”
The coaching is very Japanese-style,
according to players, with little instruction
from the coach to the players. “And that’s
fine,” according to Segovia. “I’ve been
pitching professionally for over 15 years so
I don’t need you to teach me how to throw
a curve ball.” Segovia adds that the coaching staff will watch out for problems and
are willing to assist if needed, but essentially their attitude is, “Do your work and
get your job done.”
Taiwan’s intense subtropical heat and
humidity also add challenge. “The weather
here is also a force to be reckoned with,”
noted Billings, adding, “I've never sweat so
much on the field in my life.”
Rainfall is another issue, and during
research for this story in early June, this
writer was only able to attend one game

that didn’t get cancelled due to rain. The
rain limits the amount of outdoor practice as well as play, something that is very
important for pitchers to maintain their
strength and speed.
None of the CPBL teams besides the
Lamigo Monkeys have an actual home
field, and home games can be played
in various stadiums and sports venues
throughout the island. While the constant
travel might be merely a nuisance, the
inconsistent quality of the playing fields,
particularly the pitcher’s mounds, creates
real risk for the pitchers.
“Mechanically speaking, a pitcher has
to produce more power and energy on a
flat mound than a mound that has more
slope,” noted Billings, adding that he has
seen “many pitchers get injured here in
their shoulders, elbows, and backs. As a
pitcher, I feel quite certain that inconsistent
playing surfaces play a huge role.”
Inconsistent calls by umpires is another
issue raised by several players. “Remaining consistent with inconsistent conditions
is a challenge for any player in the CPBL,”
said Billings.
The most common complaint heard,
though, is that with only four teams, the
league is too small. This impacts the pitching, as hitters are more familiar with individual pitchers, and the more at-bats they
get with the same pitchers, the more likely
they can adapt and get hits.
Also, the lack of teams means that the
200 or so players in Taiwan’s own minor
league have little opportunity to play and
advance their careers, which could stifle the
overall development of the league.
Nevertheless, with stadiums being regularly filled, merchandising on the upswing,
and the league’s scandal ridden past behind
it, CPBL players and fans are optimistic for
the league’s future, as baseball continues to
weave its magic for fans and players alike.
“You’re hitting a round ball with a
rounded bat: if you hit with this part of the
bat, it goes over the fence, but just a slightly different part of the bat and it’s a pop up
to short,” observes Segovia. “There’s no
guarantees. And that’s why people like it.
And that’s why I’m gonna play for as long
as I can.”
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AMCHAM EVENT

A Day of Fun on the Links

A

mCham Taipei’s 2017 Golf
Championship, held May
12 at the Kuo Hua Golf &
Country Club in Beitou, saw a total of
55 golfers on 14 teams gather for a day
of friendly competition and fun. With
a full shotgun start, all players teed off
promptly at 6:30 a.m., following the
Texas Scramble based on the Peoria
system. The day saw clear skies with
hot temperatures, but players stayed
refreshed with non-alcoholic drinks
generously sponsored by Swire CocaCola, Savanna Cider by Distell, and ice
cream by Swensen’s.
Thanks to hole sponsors Corning
and Taiwan Sotheby’s International
Realty, golfers had the chance to win

Nearest to the Pin contests at every
Par-3 hole, as well as Longest Drive on
two Par-5 holes. In addition, Ally Logistics Property also sponsored 8 sleeves of
top-quality golf balls as hole prizes.
All participants also took home
“goody bags” filled with prizes provided
by Asian Tigers, Ally Logistics Property,
Costco, Crown Worldwide, and Taiwan
Sotheby’s International Realty.
Team handicaps for this year’s tournament were determined using the
Peoria system, with the six special holes
drawn randomly by players during the
awards lunch. The Evonik team (composed of Thomas Zechel, Albert Lee,
Michael Huang, and KC Lin) won
the championship. Other golfers also

had opportunities to win prizes in the
lucky draws that followed, with products sponsored by Audi, Costco, Grand
Hyatt Taipei, Howard Plaza Taipei,
IGST, Patron Spirits, Regent Taipei,
Shangri-La’s Far Eastern Plaza Hotel
Taipei, Silks Place Taroko, The Place
Tainan, The Sherwood Taipei, and the
W Taipei. Distell International Ltd. also
sponsored Scottish Leader Whisky to be
served during lunch.
Before ending lunch, AmCham
President Andrea Wu extended special thanks to the 2017 AmCham Golf
Committee – Doug Klein, Jesse Chen,
James Hsiao, and Wayne Shen – for
their expert advice on all things golfrelated.
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visit the real
mon olia
Although many travelers from Taiwan visit the Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region, true adventure seekers
don’t settle for Mongolia-light.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY TIMOTHY FERRY

A

ny visit to Mongolia must include
at least a night’s stay in a “ger” –
the traditional circular tent used
by nomads across Eurasia, more commonly known by its Russian appellation,
“yurt.” If that visit occurs at the end of
November during an extreme cold snap,
however, a night in a ger is more than just
a taste of culture, but a real experience
in the harsh conditions of life on the Eurasian steppes.
Last November during my second night
in a ger at the Ecotourism Ger Camp in
Gorkhi-Terulj National Park in Mongolia,
44

I awoke shivering under five layers of blankets. The local temperature had reportedly
dropped to minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit
and Celsius – the scales converge at this
temperature -- and the fire in the potbellied stove in the center of the ger had
obviously burned itself out. “It’s your turn
to feed the fire,” called out my chance gercompanion, a young Belgian woman who
was on a trek around the world and had
also made the curious choice to visit Mongolia in November.
My own visit stemmed from a missed
opportunity to visit Inner Mongolia the

previous month and a longstanding desire
to see the country that had long persisted in
my imagination. After years in Asia, I had
regretted never having gone to Mongolia,
and just had to do it, despite the potential
for harsh weather. Extremely cheap flights
helped finalize the decision, and a roundtrip ticket from Taipei to Hong Kong to
Ulaanbaatar and then back to Taipei (via
Beijing and Shanghai) cost little more than
US$300. As I lay freezing in the ger, however, I understood why few people visited
at that time of year.
Fire duty called and I rose to feed brimstone-odored chunks of actual coal – not
charcoal – into the stove. But the fire was
dead, with hardly a glowing coal. Despite
the assertions of Bert, the Dutch proprietor
of the ger camp, that coal burned longer
and was easier to manage, I spent a half
hour kneeling on the tarp-covered floor
huffing and puffing into the stove with no
result. Bert had either underestimated the
difficulty of keeping a low-heat coal fire
going, or had greatly overestimated our
fire-making skills. We needed wood from
the ger camp woodshed.
Outside, the cold was stunning, but
thrilling too. The stars glittered brilliantly,
the constellations clear against the backdrop of the Milky Way, the moon a bright
half-crescent that looked near enough to
touch. The camp was silent and bright
in the moonlight, and I found my way to
the wood shed without waking the cows
huddled within a rail-fence enclosure or the
ubiquitous ger-dogs. But as I gathered several bundles of split logs, I realized that I
was missing a key ingredient to successfully
starting a fire: kindling. I searched through
the woodshed but there was no stray bark
or small twigs to get a fire started.
I returned to the ger with several wood
bundles, filled the cold stove and attempted
to light the logs with a match, but of course
this didn’t work. After spending another
hour on the floor desperately attempting to
get the fire going, I contemplated conceding
defeat and waking up Bert for help when
inspiration hit. I still had my notebook – a
paper one, the old fashioned kind. And so,
page by page, notes on Mongolian flora
and fauna, history and geography, interviews with mining executives and NGO
workers were sheared off, rolled up, and
fed into the stove. Within minutes I had a
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roaring fire going, and spent the rest of the
night feeding the fire and kept that ger as
warm as a sauna.
It was probably the best use I’ve ever
gotten from a notebook. More importantly,
it was a great experience of the challenges
and adventure of travel in Mongolia.
Adventures in gers are only one of the
“must have” experiences when visiting
Mongolia, a wild and woolly land of vast
unpopulated steppes and deserts, where
herd animals such as goats, horses, and
camels outnumber humans by orders of
magnitude while rare wild species such as
wild Bactrian camels, saiga antelope, Przewalski’s horse, and snow leopards maintain
viable populations.
The name alone is a byword for
“remote” and conjures images of 13th century conqueror Genghis Khan’s rapacious
hordes and mysterious and exotic Xanadu.
Yet the independent nation of Mongolia is
little more than a six-hour flight from Taipei. And as it has shaken off the shackles of
70 years of Soviet domination and entered
t h e m o d e r n e c o n o m y, M o n g o l i a h a s
become increasingly accessible to adventure
travelers, even those with a taste for luxury.
Shangri-La Hotels just opened up a massive
290-room five-star hotel and entertainment

complex in the capital city, Ulaanbaatar,
while many other chains are also entering
the market.
Few Taiwanese – or local expats living
in Taiwan – take advantage of Taiwan’s
proximity to Mongolia to visit, and even
those with a taste for adventure will likely
opt for the Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region of China.
Mongolia is “not really a popular destination for Taiwanese,” observes Luke
Sha, a tour guide and sales representative
for Earth Holiday Travel Service, a Taipeibased adventure tour agency. “They always
want to go to Inner Mongolia and once
they experience Inner Mongolia, they don’t
really want to go to Mongolia.” Younger
people prefer to go to Europe or Englishspeaking countries, he observes, while retirees will more likely include Inner Mongolia
on their tour of China. He says the company only leads tours of 8-12 people on
one- or two-week treks a few times a year
to Mongolia.
This is unfortunate, as Mongolia offers
a wealth of opportunities for cultural and
ecological adventures, not just limited to
freezing in a ger.
Here are some great reasons to visit
Mongolia.

Vast landscapes of unparalleled
beauty
With a total area of 1.56 million square
kilometers (slightly smaller than Alaska)
and a population of little more than 3 million, Mongolia is the least densely populated nation in the world, and as half of the
population lives in the capital, Ulaanbaatar,
the rest of Mongolia is all but uninhabited.
The country offers stunning expanses of
flat or rolling plains that are interrupted
only by occasional herds of horses or camels, and perhaps a ger camp with its attendant goats and sheep. Sunrises and sunsets
are brilliant.
While grasslands predominate, the Gobi
Desert offers myriad harsh but beautiful
landscapes, with flatlands riven by canyons
and, due to the sporadic and highly localized nature of rainfall, interspersed with
areas of lush grasslands that support an
abundance of livestock and wildlife. Mongolia also has several mountain ranges,
including the Altai Mountains of the southwest, which rise to 4,374 meters, the shorter
Khangai range of south-central Mongolia,
and the Khentii range north of Ulaanbaatar.
Roads are few, and much of the country
is traced with tracks through the deserts

Stunning vistas in Mongolia's Gobi Desert.
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and steppes that challenge the toughest
4x4s, only adding to the adventure.
While most of Mongolia consists of
public lands that are free for use as pastures, the nation protects large areas of
vital habitat in national parks and other
reserves, including Gorkhi-Terelj National
Park, conveniently accessible from Ulaanbaatar, and Khustain National Park, also
near Ulaanbaatar and which supports the
world’s only wild population of Przewalski’s horse, as well as the Gobi Desert
Strictly Protected areas and many other
biological preserves.
An array of impressive domesticated
animals and wildlife inhabit these lands,
often in large common herds that might
include domestic and wild camels, Asiatic
wild ass, several species of gazelle, as well
as domestic goats, horses, and cattle – a
veritable Serengeti of Central Asia! In the
mountains reside argali (a wild sheep),
ibex (a wild goat), and snow leopards.
The northern forests are home to such
species as brown bears, red and roe deer,
reindeer, and lynx, while the extremely
rare Gobi brown bear hangs on in the vast
reaches of the desert. Wolves, foxes, and
golden eagles, meanwhile, prey on wild and
domestic animals throughout the country,
helping to maintain wild populations at
healthy levels while posing significant risk
46

to domestic herds. Some NGOs, including the Mongolian Bankhar Dog Project,
are reintroducing the practice of keeping
livestock guardian dogs with the herds to
prevent predation.

Herder culture
Any visit to Mongolia has to include
a visit with a herder family, and hopefully a stay in one of their gers (although
many tourist ger camps exist as well). The
nomadic herding culture is alive and well in
Mongolia, existing much as it has for millennia, with small family groups maintaining herds of the traditional “five snouts”:
camels, horses, goats, sheep, and either
yak or cattle. Depending on the quality of
the pasture, these nomads typically move
anywhere from two to twenty times a year.
Some 73% of Mongolia’s entire landmass
is classified as pasture, and surprisingly,
almost none of it is privately owned.
Herders are often gracious hosts, and
many have turned hosting tourists into
a lucrative sideline, along with cashmere
goat herding and horse breeding, and will
welcome guests with a cup of suutie tsai
(milk tea) and boorstog (similar to donuts).
Many are proud of their lifestyle and independence and enjoy talking with guests, but
bring a translator as neither English nor

Chinese is commonly spoken.
An estimated 30-50% of Mongolia’s
entire populace lives as herders, and as
most urbanites have relatives who are herders, a good deal of flux occurs between the
city and the steppes. However, while the
herding lifestyle has survived the collapse
of the Mongol Empire, domination by
the Qing Dynasty, and 70 years of Soviet
repression, many question whether it will
survive globalization. Nowadays, solar
power and wireless communication allow
herders to remain connected even in remote
regions of the Gobi Desert, and many gers
are tricked out with stereo systems and TVs
while smartphones proliferate. Yet, even as
these technologies have eased the isolation,
they have opened a window into a wider
world of urban luxury and materialism.
A teenage son of a herder told me that
“100%” of his classmates in school have
decided to abandon the herding lifestyle
for a future in the city. The herder culture
has already become largely a tourist attraction in Inner Mongolia, so don’t miss your
chance to experience this age-old lifestyle
before it fades away in Mongolia as well.

Great food and friendly folks
Compared to Taiwan, Mongolia is not
necessarily the most genial culture in Asia,
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The meat so obtained is of course as
tough as leather, although tastier. Real traditional Mongolian fare includes chanasan
makh , a sheep or goat carcass dropped
into a big vat, boiled and served on a
platter, with diners using knives to scrape
meat and gristle off of large limb bones.
Other dishes include buuz (goat-meat,
mutton, or beef-filled dumplings), as well
as khuushuur (larger, deep-fried dumplings
comprised of the same ingredients), and
tsuivan (fried noodles, with meat and a
couple of potatoes and carrots). The food
is delicious, especially during the bitter
winter months when the body craves fat
and salt, but the tough meat takes a long
time to chew for city-slickers. Remember
to bring toothpicks!

The capital Ulaanbaatar

and in 2013 was even ranked the tenth
least friendly country in the world by the
World Economic Forum. Unfriendly stares
often seem to greet visitors, and local
expats give baleful warnings against flirting
with local girls in the many nightclubs in
downtown Ulaanbaatar, lest a local hero
(or five) comes to the girl’s rescue. As a
landlocked and underdeveloped country,
its citizens have a heightened sensitivity
towards perceived slights by foreigners,
especially Chinese and Russians, according
to Mongolian sources.
On the other hand, Mongolians I
met were fun and interesting travel and
drinking companions. A few glasses of
Mongolian vodka (quite smooth actually)
or Mongolian beers (perfectly acceptable
mass-market lagers) go a long way towards
bridging the culture gap.
Eating local means eating meat. But
rest assured, this is probably some of the
most ethical meat available. Most of it is
goat, obtained from old goats that have
spent their lives wandering across the vast
steppes with their herd-mates, eating grass,
butting heads, making kids, and providing
cashmere until they are too old to keep up.
They are then slaughtered, often on the
open steppe, their blood feeding the same
pastures that sustained them, their meat
feeding herders and urbanites alike.

Urban Ulaanbaatar offers its own
charms and is easily worth a couple of
nights. The city offers an array of places
to stay, ranging from cheap guesthouses to
luxury hotels, and nightlife is surprisingly
lively. The Green Zone, a restaurant/bar/
expat hangout, is a good place to start.
Amusingly cynical French proprietor Jesse
presides over a diverse array of locals and
expats: French uranium miners and NGO
workers rub elbows with English teachers, local cashmere merchants and stu-

dents over bottles of Mongolian beers and
grilled cheese sandwiches. Bars and clubs
abound, but remember this isn’t Taipei, and
bar fights are reportedly a fairly common
occurrence.
The National Museum of Mongolia is well worth a visit, with most of its
space dedicated to the Mongol Empire
of Genghis Khan and his descendants, as
well as to the post-Soviet era. Although its
sections on the cultures that preceded the
Great Khans, such as the Xiongnu (Huns),
various Turkic states, and the Uighur,
are fairly paltry, you’ll learn a lot about
Genghis Khan!
The parliament building and Grand
Chinggis Khaan (Genghis Khan) Square
are broad and dramatic, with bold bronze
Mongol horsemen guarding the wings of
the parliament, flanking a massive corpulent statue of the Great Khan himself.
Ulaanbaatar contains several prominent
Buddhist monasteries as well, including
Gandantegchenling Monastery, a huge Buddhist complex that has been restored since
Mongolia’s liberation from Soviet domination in 1990. The monastery features a
26-meter tall statue of a bodhisattva, as
well as prayer wheels and multiple shrines.
Don’t settle for the Mongolia-light of
China’s Inner Mongolia when adventure
in the real Mongolia is only a bit farther
away.

Top left: The view from Grand Chinggis Kaan (Genghis Khan) Square in downtown Ulaanbaatar.
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in an ultra competitive mar et
carriers boost offerin s
BY MATTHEW FULCO

photo : china air lines

A

s more Taiwanese travel internationally, competition is intensifying in
the nation's aviation market. In particular, carriers are vying for a greater share
of long-haul flights to North America and
Europe as well as Southeast Asia routes.
Amidst these market conditions, China
Airlines had added Airbus’s new A350900 to its fleet. The A350-900 is praised
for being the aircraft that is the “most
high-tech, most energy efficient, most ecofriendly, most spacious and least noisy,”
according to the airline. The cabin is
composed of three classes, with 32 seats
in Premium Business, 31 seats in Premium
Economy, and 243 seats in Economy Class.
China Airlines is the first airline to fly the
A350 to San Francisco, offering service to
the California city 11 times a week, including flights CI-4 and CI-3 daily.
The China Airlines NexGen A350
fleet has received numerous awards since
its launch. Those include Japan’s Good
Design Award, Best Business Class Seat
Design from the renowned U.S. travel
magazine Global Traveler , as well as
TheDesignAir Readers Poll Awards 2016
and the The Design Air Awards 2016 from
the international aviation design website
TheDesignAir.
In an email to Taiwan Business TOPICS , China Airlines noted said that “in
48

2017, further restrictions on Chinese travel
to Taiwan as well as intense competition
in the Japanese and Korean markets means
oversupply is now inevitable. In response,
CAL will cooperate with the government’s
New Southbound Policy to channel effective capacity into promising Southeast
Asian destinations.”
In addition, China Airlines signed a
memorandum of understanding with Airbus in January and was awarded AS9110
Certification by the French Standardization
Association (AFNOR) in June. China Airlines expects to become an authorized Airbus aircraft maintenance service supplier by
the end of 2017. “The growing demand for
aircraft maintenance from Airbus customers in Asia-Pacific region should lead to

new business opportunities,” the company
said by email.
Meanwhile, to enhance its offerings
on long-haul flights, United Airlines introduced its new Polaris business class in
December. Exclusive to United, the individual suite-like pods were “designed to
ensure passengers have the best possible
sleep...with the aspiration to make weary
business travel a relic of the past.”
The pods include a large number of
amenities to facilitate ample shuteye:
custom bedding and slippers, pajamas
on flights over 12 hours, gel-cooled pillows, and amenity kits with ergonomically
designed eye shades.
United has also introduced United
Polaris lounges exclusively for international
premium cabin travelers, a first for a U.S.
carrier. Passengers traveling in international
first or business class cabins on Star Alliance partner airlines will also have access
to the United Polaris lounges, which will be
available at the Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Houston, Chicago O'Hare, Newark, Washington Dulles, Tokyo Narita, Hong Kong
and London Heathrow airports.
The lounges provide multiple dining and
drinking options. Highlights include a multicourse menu developed by award-winning
chef Art Smith, a large buffet with chef-created small plates, and handcrafted cocktails
designed by mixologist Adam Seger.
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A Message from the International Research-based Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association (IRPMA)

Designing a Healthcare System with
Long-term Sustainability

R

ecognizing that the challenges facing Taiwan’s pharmaceutical market are inextricably linked to the
structure and soundess of the overall healthcare
system, the board of the International Reasearch-based Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (IRPMA) last year
decided to prepare a comprehensive set of recommendations
for shaping the next generation of Taiwan’s healthcare. The
Association commissioned consultancy PwC Taiwan to undertake the project, and a draft report was issued in mid-March
this year.
Once recommendations from the document are officially
adopted by IRPMA, the Association will engage with government officials, healthcare providers, patient and consumer
groups, and other stakeholders in hopes of establishing a longterm vision and strategic goals for Taiwan’s healthcare system
and health-related industries. Besides ensuring a high level
of care for Taiwan’s patients, including access to new and
innovative drugs, the objectives are to help assure the longterm sustainability of the National Health Insurance (NHI)
program and to position Taiwan as a biomedical R&D and
manufacturing hub with the ability to attract substantial international investment.
The report begins by recognizing the remarkable achievement of Taiwan’s universal healthcare system in delivering
high-quality care at affordable costs since its establishment in
1995. Patients enjoy easy access to a comprehensive national
network of hospitals and clinics.
However, the lack of an effective gatekeeper mechanism
and the “all-you-can-eat” provisions of the NHI system have
led to overuse and the wastage of medical resources, and
underfunding has brought challenges to healthcare providers
in balancing costs and patient care. The system will be under
increased strain in the coming years due to demographic pressures, with seniors projected to comprise about 24% of the
population by 2030, further driving up healthcare costs. In
addition, staff shortages among medical professionals are a
growing issue, and the lengthy drug approval and reimbursement process – coupled with the review process’s emphasis
on lowering costs – affects the availability of new, innovative
drugs. The current combination of a long review time and low
prices risks delaying or discouraging the launch of innovative
edrugs in Taiwan by international pharmaceutical companies.
In response to these challenges, the draft report focuses
its attention on three areas – the healthcare system structure,
patient access to innovative drugs, and healthcare funding –
and makes a series of concrete recommendations.
System structure:
• Institute an effective gatekeeper system such as a physi50

cian-referral mechanism to encourage patients to first
visit smaller clinics, creating a multi-tiered healthcare
delivery system and relieving pressure on overburdened
major medical centers.
• Fully separate the prescribing and dispensing of drugs,
with an expanded role for community pharmacists, to
remove the possible compromising of patient interests.
• Promote health awareness and encourage patient selfcare as preventative measures, as well as self-monitoring
and self-medication under appropriate conditions, with
doctor visits only when really necessary.
• Make extensive use of cloud computing to reduce misuse
of resources and big data analytics to optimize resource
allocation and make more abundant information available to patients and stakeholders.
Access to innovative drugs:
• Maintain a drug approval and reimbursement process
that is based on international standards, is competitive
relative to peer countries, and actively encourages the
launch of new and innovative medications.
• Ensure an efficient approval and reimbursement process
that balances costs and benefits, emphasizes the quality
of care outcomes, and prioritizes patients’ interests
above all else.
• Reform the current decision-making process to increase
the involvement of patient groups and medical associations.
Enhance healthcare funding:
• Expand the involvement of the National Development
Council in determining the healthcare budget to ensure
that broad social/economic needs are taken into account.
• Shift a portion of medical costs to patients by expanding
the scope of medication co-payments.
• Establish public health budgets/funds to cover life-saving
drugs.
• Engage in more public-private risk-sharing agreements
along the lines of outcome-based Managed Entry Agreements (MEAs).
• Encourage the development and take-up of more private
health insurance products to supplement NHI coverage.
“Clearly it will take time for these suggestions to be properly considered and put into effect,” says IRPMA Chief
Operating Office Heather Lin. “But to meet our serious future
challenges, it is important to start now to develop solutions.
For the sake of a viable and sustainable healthcare system for
the next generation, IRPMA and its member companies look
forward to in-depth discussions with government authorities
and all other stakeholders on how to move forward.”
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來自中華民國開發性製藥研究協會的消息

擘畫一個穩健永續的醫療體系
• 加強使用雲端運算科技，減少資源的濫用，透過大數
據分析使資源分配最佳化，把更豐富的資訊，開放給
病人及利益相關人使用。
病患對創新藥品的可近性:
鑑於台灣藥品市場所面臨的挑戰，與台灣醫療體

• 藥品查驗登記和健保給付審查的流程，必須符合國際

系的整體結構、健全程度密切相關，去年，中華

標準，足以和情況類似的其他國家競爭。政府也應更

有

民國開發性製藥研究協會（IRPMA）理監事會決

積極鼓勵製藥業者推出新藥、創新藥品。

定以建構新一代台灣醫療體系為主軸，提出一系列建言，

• 確保藥品查驗登記、給付審查流程維持高效率，在成

同時決定議題涵蓋的層面應力求完整。IRPMA委託資誠

本、效益之間取得平衡，而且決策過程必須強調療效

（PwC Taiwan）執行這項計畫，這份報告的初稿已於今
年三月中旬完成。
待IRPMA正式採用這份報告的建議事項，就會展開與
政府官員、醫療機構、病人與消費者團體等利益關係人的
溝通，盼能為台灣醫療體系及醫療相關產業，建立長遠發
展的願景與策略目標。除了確保台灣病人能夠獲得高品質
的醫療照護（包括接受創新藥品的治療），IPRMA也致
力於促成全民健保制度的永續發展，並且讓台灣成為能夠
吸引大量國際投資的生醫研發及製造中心
這份報告一開始就提到，1995年起實施的全民健保，
以民眾負擔得起的費用提供高品質的醫療，獲得了顯著成
果。病人可在遍及全國的健保特約醫療院所接受便利的醫
療服務。
然而，台灣健保制度欠缺有效的守門機制，加上有如

品質，把保護病人利益列為最優先事項。
• 改革現有的決策過程，擴大病友團體、醫學會的參
與。
增加醫療照護預算:
• 國發會應在國家醫療預算編列上有更多的參與，以確
保社會、經濟方面的各種需求，也能被納入考量。
• 藉由擴大藥品部份負擔的適用範圍，容許病人負擔一
部分的醫療支出。
• 設立公共衛生的預算/基金，以支付緊急醫療之必需藥
品的費用。
• 政府、業界應該更積極運用風險分攤協議，作法類似
以藥品治療效果為基礎的「給付管理合約」。
• 鼓勵民間發展及採用更多的醫療保險商品，藉此滿足
在健保給付項目之外的需求。

認可民眾「吃到飽」的規定，導致醫療資源的濫用與浪

IRPMA 秘書長林慧芳說：「要讓相關單位審慎考量進

費，醫療機構也因為給付不足，在成本控管與滿足病患需

而實際採行這些建言，當然會花一些時間。但是我們面臨

求之間，難以取得平衡。未來幾年，在人口變遷壓力之下

的挑戰非常艱鉅，必須從現在開始考慮如何因應。為了替

（2030年老年人口將占台灣總人口約24％，醫療照護支

下一代建構可以永續經營的醫療體系， IRPMA與會員公

出會持續增加），健保制度的運作將日益困難。此外，醫

司都很期待能和政府單位、所有相關人士展開深入的討

療專業人力短缺日漸嚴重，加上新藥查驗登記和健保給付

論，找出未來前進的方向。」

審查時程冗長，過份著重在減少藥費支出，也使病人無緣
使用最新推出、創新的藥品。審查太慢、給付價格偏低的
情況，更可能使國際藥廠延遲甚至避免在台灣推出創新藥
品。
為了因應這些挑戰，這份報告的初稿，把焦點放在三個
部份：台灣醫療體系的架構、病患對創新藥品的可近性、

想了解更多資訊，請透過以下方式與我們聯絡：

For more information, please contact:

增加醫療照護預算。並且提出了幾項具體建議：
醫療體系架構:
• 應建立完善的轉診制度，作為有效的守門機制，鼓勵
病人先至基層小型診所就醫，以利分級醫療體系的發
展，同時為病患人數過多的醫學中心減輕壓力。
• 徹底執行醫藥分業，讓社區藥師可以發揮更大的功
能，也避免損及病人權益。
• 強化民眾的健康意識，推廣病人自主健康管理以預防
疾病。鼓勵病人在某些合適的情況下，自我監控健康
情況並自行用藥，只在絕對有必要的時候看醫生。

中華民國開發性製藥研究協會

International Research-based
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association (IRPMA)
台北市南京東路五段188號9樓之八

9F-8, 188 Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei 10571, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2767-5661 Fax: +886-2-2746-8575
www.irpma.org.tw
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Rail+Bus:
A Winning Combination
for Exploring Taiwan

T

aiwan is a densely populated
island. Think of a place only
slightly bigger than Maryland,
but much more mountainous, and with
almost four times as many people. Gridlock would result if everyone drove a
car, so Taiwan’s government prioritizes
public transportation – and not just for
commuters.
In recent years, a great effort has
been made to ensure that Taiwan’s
buses and trains are convenient for
foreign visitors to use. Both online and
inside stations, English-language information is easy to find. All medium- and
long-distance bus services in Taiwan
have been assigned three- or four-digit
numbers to make them more easily
identifiable. For example, tourists heading for the beautifully scenic aboriginal
enclave of Wulai, just 27 kilometers
south of Taipei Main Station, know that
after taking the metro to Xindian, all
they need to do is board bus 849 and
swipe their Easy Cards.
A product that truly lives up to its

name, the Easy Card is a stored-value
card that can be bought from and
topped up at metro stations and convenience stores. It makes many journeys
easier and a bit cheaper. The card can
also be used to pay for bus rides in Taichung, Tainan, and other cities, as well
as most journeys on Taiwan Railway
Administration (TRA) trains.

Other travel products offer exceptional value for tourists who are in a
hurry. Anyone making a short visit, but
keen to enjoy both the glitz of Taipei
and the South’s traditional charm
should look into getting a Taiwan HighSpeed Railway (HSR) pass. The basic
3-Day Pass costs NT$2,400 for unlimited travel on the island’s bullet trains.
This price is very attractive when you
consider that a one-way economy-class
HSR ticket from Nangang to Kaohsiung
is usually NT$1,530.
Another option is the 5-Day Express
Joint Pass (NT$2,800). This allows
HSR travel on any two days, and
unlimited travel throughout the entire
period on TRA services up to and
including the Chu-Kuang express trains.
A whirlwind circumnavigation of the
country thus becomes very affordable.
Travelers who plan to take things
more slowly can simply buy tickets
as they need them. Taipei to Hsinchu by TRA, for instance, never costs
more than NT$177. Once in Hsinchu, consider buying a one-day pass
for the Neiwan Branch Line (NT$95
for adults), a picturesque railroad that
heads up a scenic river valley into the
hilly interior.
There are, of course, a few disadvantages to exploring Taiwan this way.
First, unless you have the good fortune
to meet a loquacious English-speaker,
no one will explain what you are looking at or answer questions like “What
are they growing in that field?” Second,
if you are the kind of person who, in an
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unfamiliar town, struggles to find his
way back to the railway or bus station,
there is always the fear of getting lost.
Fortunately, a solution is available.
Eager to make visiting Taiwan as pleasurable and convenient as possible,
Taiwan’s Tourism Bureau has created
the Taiwan Tour Bus system, a network
of bus services that enhances the tourist
experience by providing not only transportation to scenic and cultural spots,
but also foreign-language guides. These
excursions are operated by reputable travel agents, and the price includes
comprehensive insurance.
For most Taiwan Tour Bus experiences, the sole means of transportation
is a comfortable, air-conditioned tour
bus. One exception is the Jiji Railway
and Sky Bridge one-day tour, priced
at NT$1,850 per person. Tourists are
collected from various points in Taichung City by bus and driven to Jiji, a
picturesque inland town. After some
gentle cycling (bicycle hire is included
in the price), they board the Jiji Branch
Line, a railroad that links a succession of characterful settlements. The
terminal station is Checheng, a former
logging outpost where the tour group
has lunch (also included in the price).
In the afternoon, there is an educational stop at Shuili Snake Kiln, a relic
of the region’s pottery industry, before
proceeding to the Sky Bridge. Like similar structures elsewhere, it was designed
to give tourists the kind of breathtaking
views usually enjoyed only by eagles.
The tour then spends half an hour
at the Nantou City operations of Sunny
Hills, one of Taiwan’s best-known
makers of that quintessentially Taiwanese treat, the pineapple cake. (If you
cannot make it to central Taiwan,
Sunny Hills also has outlets in Taipei,
Shanghai, Hong Kong, Japan, and
Singapore.) Visitors are under no pressure to make purchases; the company
is generous with free samples, knowing very well that, after one taste, many
people are keen to buy a few boxes.
Even if this particular tour does not
sound like your cup of tea – or your
slice of cake – do spend some time sifting through the one-day and half-day
tour options on the Taiwan Tour Bus

website (www.taiwantourbus.com.tw).
The site carries contact details for the
various operators, and visitors who
have questions (or hope to organize
a tailor-made outing) are welcome to
contact them directly.
In almost every town and city, the
main bus station and important bus
stops are clustered around the TRA
station. For instance, if you arrive in
Keelung or Ruifang by train, you can be
at the stop for buses going to Jiufen and
Jinguashi within minutes.
Pingtung City offers just as many
intriguing possibilities. Turn left as
soon as you leave the station, and you
will see first the Kuo-Kuang bus station
(regular departures to the historic town
of Hengchun near Kenting National
Park) and then the Pingtung Bus
Company station. From the latter, there

are buses stopping in the multi-ethnic
town of Shuimen en route to the hillside community of Sandimen, which is
famous for artists and artisans whose
works reflect their aboriginal heritage.
For all kinds of Taiwan travel information, visit the Tourism Bureau’s
website (www.taiwan.net.tw). For train
schedules and ticket details, go to the
TRA’s bilingual website (www.railway.gov.tw) or the multilingual website
of Taiwan High-Speed Railway Corp.
(www.thsrc.com.tw). For buses, a quick
and effective way of gathering information is to call the Chinese-EnglishJapanese 24-hour tourist hotline 0800011-765 (toll free within Taiwan).
Busier train stations have visitor information centers where the staff can
provide maps and leaflets as well as
answer travel-related questions.
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